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I.
Mission, Goals,
and Methodologies

INTRODUCTION
Seoul Grand Park Zoo is located beneath Chung Gae San (Clear Water Mountain) in a forested valley
basin in the city of Gwach’on just south of Seoul. The goal of the new Master Plan is to rejuvenate
the thirty-year old, 208-acre Zoo and to build new animal habitats that are so exciting to explore, that
discovering the animals in their habitats will touch people’s hearts and make them fall in love with the
animals, increasing people’s respect for the animal’s and their homelands, and drawing them back again and
again for repeat visits during different seasons of the year. Several design techniques invented by Jones &
Jones will be applied: viewshed modulation, habitat immersion, cultural landscape resonance, and behavioral
animal adventure. A new landscape framework provides Bioclimatic Life Zones, (Maa-Uls) that function
as seven new zoos where there once was only one old-fashion, European style zoo. The seven are: Tropical
Forest Trail, Desert Trail, Cold Ocean Forest Trail, Boreal Forest Trail, Korean Village Trail, Steppe Trail,
and Savanna Thornforest Trail. Streams and waterfalls unify the landscape and water and mist ﬂow
throughout the habitats and along the trail systems in all areas, bringing moisture to the usually dry days of
Spring and Fall, and cooling off the visitors as well as the animals during the hot days of Summer. Heated
shelters provide comfort during cold winter days. Frequent resting areas, restrooms, food and visitor
conveniences are located inside the Life Zone Trails. Larger Restuarants are locate along the Promenades
and Allees leading to the Life Zones.

⬔ᖤ
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A ZOO’S DUTY
Zoos have a duty to exhibit a commitment to nature and have an ecological awareness in order to insure
the dignity of wild animals, as well as to satisfy and excite the visitors. Habitat simulation is the key to
the validity of a zoo experience, presenting the animals in the most natural and realistic way by including
them in interactive social groups within their respective bioclimatic landscapes. Zoos should be ﬁrst and
foremost an experience of the animal’s world, not of the human’s world. A zoo should integrate ethics,
conservation, entertainment, research, and education.

THE GOAL
The goal of this Master Plan is to build habitats that connect visitors directly and personally to
wild conservation activities and to support native indigenous culture. With respect to design, this is
accomplished by interweaving four ideals: realism, landscape (habitat) immersion, cultural resonance, and
behavioral enrichment.

ᵡⓄじム#ㄌⒼ
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THEMATIC ORGANIZATION—BIOCLIMATIC LIFE ZONES
With this Master Plan, Seoul Grand Park Zoo will provide for this interaction with wild animals through
7 bioclimatic life zones: Tropical Forest Trail, Desert Trail, Cold Ocean Forest Trail, Boreal Forest Trail,
Korean Village Trail, Steppe Trail, and Savanna Thornforest Trail. These life zones were selected based on
the existing zoo’s species list and the natural division into bioclimatic life zone groups.
This master plan approach is consistent with the following chapter on Zoo Design written by Jones &
Jones for the ﬁrst edition of Landscape Architectural Graphic Standards scheduled for publication in 2006.

ㇸ㍉#ᬄㆤ#—#⩥㩤ី䁌#⩥㿤ᛸ
ዊ→ᅞ㬧⩪#⯲㨎#▶⭒រᆏ⭪#ᡳῖ⭪⯚#:Ⴖ⯲#╷㕶ዊ㭞#╷㫶ሊ#Ṣ⯞+#⪎រ⭊ṖṢ⯞/╆ṣ
Ṣ⯞/㧶ᕣ㨎⨫Ṣ⯞/⧞㧶រ⛌Ṣ⯞/㧶ሇₖ☧Ṣ⯞/រㆢ⭪Ṣ⯞/╆₮ᔲႚ❶⛌Ṣ⯞,⩪#ᰖ#
⨖╷ᡳῖ⯲#ṦᕂⰎ#Ⲷᆏᢺ#ᄝⰎ1Ⰾᲆ㧶#╷㫶ሊ⯚#㪞ⴎ㧲ᜮ#ᡳῖ⭪⩪#ᡳῖ⯲#ⴟ#ὃ᳷
⩪#⯲㨎Ⱚ⪊ⲛ#∞ᷲ1#╷㕶ዊ㭞㧳ⲛ#╷㫶ሊ⯖ᳶ#ᢲ⩢1
ⴎ✾)ⴎ✾╆ႚ#2006ᗞ#ㅅ㈶႞⪢ⲯⰒ#(Landscape Architectural Graphic Standards,
Jones & Jones, First Edition, 2006)ミⰪ佖ᡳῖ⭪佖ⰪⰒ佖ὃヂ⩪佖→佖ዊ→ᅞ㬧ⰪⰒ佖
ℯⰎ佖❾Ჾ⹚ᄦ佖ᢺ佖ᄝⰎ借
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Landscape Architectural Graphic Standards
ZOO DESIGN
By:

Grant R. Jones, ASLA; David J. Matthews, AIA; and Christopher L. Overdorf, ASLA, APA
Jones & Jones Architects and Landscape Architects, Ltd.
March 1, 2005

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
At Jones & Jones, our core philosophy ﬁrst acknowledges that “The Earth is Our Client.” With regard
to zoo design, we must afﬁrm this commitment by creating natural habitats for zoo animals, respecting
the land, and engaging both the aesthetic and intellectual sensibilities. We must discover and reveal the
fundamental structure of nature, both in process and form, and the values that emerge in that interaction
must dictate the design.

THE ZOO’S DUTY
Zoos must exhibit a commitment to nature and have an ecological awareness in order to ensure the respect
for the dignity of wild animals, as well as satisfy and excite the visitor. Habitat simulation is key to the
validity of a zoo experience; it entails presenting animals in the most natural way possible by including them
in interactive social groups within their respective bioclimatic landscapes. Zoos should be Life Science
Institutions that not only demonstrate the value and beauty of animal life but also depict their behavioral
and physical adaptations. As such, primary emphasis should be placed on fostering public understanding of
the historical relationships between animals and their ecosystems.
Zoos should promote wildlife conservation through husbandry and propagation of selected species. They
should also strive to enhance public awareness of human impacts on animals and their environments. Zoos
should conduct and encourage research which promotes the aforementioned educational and conservation
purposes and which supports the welfare of its animals. Zoos should be ﬁrst and foremost an experience of
the animal’s world, not of the human’s world. The designer’s challenge is therefore to create opportunities
within the exhibit environment, for human visitors to enjoy themselves in the context of the natural world
around them. Visiting the zoo and gaining a deeper understanding of nature should be an enjoyable
experience. Recreational opportunities that are consistent with the purposes of the zoo can be provided for
the refreshment of body and mind. For example, a tropical forest bioclimate could provide a shelter in the
tree canopy for observation while enjoying the tree top breeze and a cold glass of ‘Maté’.
Endangered habitats and the diminishing vitality of many species have increased the need for ex situ
populations to insure the survival of the species. When possible, in situ populations sustained by sound
management are also vital to preserving the natural world and species diversity. Zoos can play a vital role
through continuing research funding and management assistance.
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What a zoo should be integrates ﬁve priorities:
1.

Ethics

2.

Conservation

3.

Entertainment

4.

Education

5.

Research

With respect to design, this is accomplished by interweaving four ideals:
1.

Realism

2.

Landscape (habitat) Immersion

3.

Cultural Resonance

4.

Behavioral Enrichment

REALISM
Realism is achieved initially by conducting research into the desired environment to be simulated. For
the designer, this is best accomplished by ﬁrst hand experience rather than by relying on other forms of
documentation. This planned environment may require site features not typically found in the speciﬁc
location under design. The relative climatic differences lead to adaptations of plant and animal species,
especially in the context of adjacent bioclimates. The physical elements of earth, stone, plant, and water,
combined with the senses of sight, sound and smell, can be simulated to give the viewer a sense of being
part of the animal’s habitat, rather than looking into this realm from the human world outside. Where
physical structures are required, the culturally signiﬁcant elements (indigenous structures) can also
contribute to this sense of ﬁrst hand experience. Landscape planting can mimic, if not duplicate, the actual
desired environment.

LANDSCAPE
Landscape is a holistic place in time. It is comprised of all the elements of the ecosystem: animal, plant,
earth, sky, and water. The habitat is a landscape. If the purpose is to experience an animal, then the viewer
needs to be part of it’s environment. Each animal is part of its ecosystem. We want to be immersed in not
just a landscape, but in an animal’s life.
Landscape immersion means approaching the animal’s environment from its perspective. Landscape
immersion involves becoming part of the animal’s environment to experience the sights, sounds, smells,
and the tingling at the back of the neck indicating that the viewer is out of his/her normal, safe zone.
Immersion cannot be achieved if the public or the animal must also experience that which appears out
of place, e.g. looking at another group of people across the exhibit, or becoming aware of the enclosure
boundary, fence, moat, or wall. Plant selection, walking surfaces, grading to create such elements as
‘ha has’ that screen a barrier from view all combine to create the immersion experience. By creating
exhibits that are organized around ecological and ethological themes, and by working within the essential
requirements of each habitat, we can arrange both plants and animals by natural association: animals living
in social groups in the context of appropriate vegetation and terrain, organized both bioclimatically and
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zoogeographically. The educational, and therefore recreational, possibilities are unlimited. Each replicated
habitat will provide an organizational theme for demonstration of animal behavior and adaptation.

NATIVE CULTURAL RESONANCE
Cultures are also rooted in landscapes. When we experience a landscape, we need all the essential elements.
The viewer should be immersed in the native culture to include its ethnobotanic elements, spiritual life,
and native arts. Timeless building forms, not modern imports, are the result of traditions and structural
adaptations to the bioclimatic forces of nature that also shape the landscape. Architectural design utilizes
materials to insure cultural relevance. Site placement, grading, and landscape combine to minimize the
presence of the structure, making it subservient to the natural exhibit.

BEHAVIORAL ENRICHMENT
Animals’ lives are ﬁlled with concerns about food, shelter, water, sun, shade, refuge, privacy, social
interaction, territorial needs, and predator/prey interaction. Natural behavior does not occur in an alien
environment, nor do captive bred animals exhibit the same behaviors as their wild counterparts. Providing
natural stimuli to each animal is a design challenge that is rewarded when zoo visitors witness and become
immersed in animal behaviors that mirror those found in the wild.

THE APPROACH TO ZOOLOGICAL DESIGN
SITE ASSESSMENT
The plan evolves from a dialogue with nature. The site reveals its own potential as natural habitat. Given
a choice of working with or against nature, it is prudent to adopt the former and to follow the line of least
resistance. The results predictably become more ﬂexible and congruent, cost-effective and timeless. “As
designers we must discover and reveal the fundamental structure of nature, both in process and in form;
and the values that emerge from that focal point must prevail.”(G.R.Jones) As a site responds over time to
nature and man’s interventions, it develops a history that can conceal or distort its true nature. By studying
this history, listening to the site, we peel away the artiﬁcial and alien and return to its true nature. A stream
or pond once lost may be returned.

PLANNING PRINCIPLES OF THE SUCCESSFUL ZOO
1.

Clarify the purpose of the zoo

2.

Satisfy the animal’s needs

3.

Follow a master plan

4.

Design for people

5.

Separate the zoo exhibits from intensive people activities, e.g. recreation, loud noise or other
activities that are alien in an animal’s natural environment.

6.

Set a stage

•

Design for Landscape Habitat Immersion (animal welfare and visitor experience)

•

Provide Cultural Resonance (indigenous people welfare and visitor experience)

7.

Lead the community to be stewards of the environment. Become advocates for conservation
and habitat preservation, uniting through zoo membership to support an ecological balance both
regionally and globally.
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8.

Provide guidance and hope to future generations. Educate the public with regard to the positive
effects of their support: successful habitat restoration, and reversals in the decline of animal
populations. Celebrate the results of dedicated people who have strived against all odds to
successfully defend nature under siege.

9.

Place the animal’s welfare ﬁrst when considering the return on the cost of construction.
Historically, we have found that zoos can be designed less expensively with focus on landscape
design solutions while giving careful consideration to when to provide and when to avoid
architectural solutions.

PROGRAMMING
Hold multiple Workshops with designers, keepers, curators, and managers.
Inventory data: climate, landform, vegetation, culture, and the animal collection.
Discuss the potential exhibit types and which one will be the basis of the zoological layout:
•

Bioclimatic Life Zones (11)
Tropical Rain Forest
Tropical Thorn Forest
Tropical Savanna
Desert
Steppe
Chaparral
Temperate Deciduous Forest
Temperate Rain Forest
Taiga
Tundra
Montane

•

Habitat Ecoregional (representing a single region, e.g. Sonoran Desert)

•

Zoo-Geographic
African
The Americas
Australian
Polar
Asian
European

•

Taxonomic
Cats, bears, dogs, reptiles, birds, etc.

•

Charismatic
Tigers
Elephants
Bears
Apes

•

Specialization
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Determine the educational programs in conjunction with establishing the interpretive plan.
Work with a feasibility and marketing consultant to determine how the design may provide for income
producing elements such as Food and Beverage and Merchandise/Retail operations.
Address through personal interviews and workshops, the needs of each keeper.
Evaluate public transportation modes both offsite and within the zoo.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
The design should be:
1)

subordinate to the landscape and exhibits (blend in with the landscape). Buildings fall into three
categories: 1) those that are submerged in the landscape (contextual), 2) those that are literally
buried so as to make them disappear, and 3) those that are hidden from public view.
Sketch #1 A building submerged in the landscape,
Sketch #2 A building buried in the landscape,
Sketch #3 A building hidden from public view

2)

contextual in both culture and landscape (Culturally Resonant).
Sketch #4 Cultural resonance e.g. African indigenous architecture

3)

responsive to animal needs (The Animal is the Client).

4)

attentive to visitor’s needs (comfort, adult and child viewing).
Sketch #5 Examples of viewing comfort for people

5)

accommodating to the needs of Administration, Keepers, Veterinarian, Public facilities, Retail,
and all staff.

Holding and Keeper buildings are screened from view with berms and natural landscape screen elements.
Sketch #6 Back of house holding and keeper areas screened from view
Provide architectural ‘Exhibition Houses’ only when a landscape solution cannot be provided, or where the
intrinsic merit of such an exhibit outweighs any other solution, e.g. veterinary husbandry with public views.
The Exhibition House, when needed, should still be contextual in terms of its bioclimate, cultural context,
and its place in the landscape.
Sketch # 7
Mammals require three architectural elements to make up an exhibit: exhibit area, catch or transfer
zone, and holding area. Only the exhibit area should be in public view. Work with the keepers to design
functional off-exhibit areas.
Husbandry requires handling the animals and often involves immobilizing them (mechanical catch)
without trauma or utilizing sedative drugs. These practices usually require a chute through which the
animal will travel every day and directional gates leading them to exhibit or off-exhibit areas.
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Immersion landscape design requires creating exotic wild landscapes with accurate landform physiognomy
and native plants.
What hardy plants most closely simulate the plants to be replicated? Are plants available?
Are any of the plants poisonous or potentially dangerous?
How can plants be most unobtrusively protected from animals? Note that sometimes it is necessary for
the animal to attack a single plant, for example as a part of a chimpanzee charging display, while ignoring
a larger group of plants. Some plants, needed to convey the correct exhibition, are sacriﬁcial and are
periodically replaced as a part of routine plant maintenance.
How can the soil be modiﬁed to withstand animal use?
What sort of escape areas are needed by ground birds and smaller species, and how can realistic landscape
features be replicated to provide them?
How may necessary barriers and other functional necessities be masked or hidden?
Because it is expensive, use artiﬁcial rockwork only when it is justiﬁed by its contribution to the storyline
and animal behavior. Keep natural rock in the foreground of an exhibit’s design. Use of latex molds can
enhance the appearance of artiﬁcial rock, giving the most realistic expression.
How can artiﬁcial rockwork and other ‘hard’ features be softened and integrated into the landscape?
How are planting areas made accessible for maintenance without interfering with animals?
Water features such as pools and streams require lining membranes that are not obvious. Shallow bottoms
can be covered with natural stone or sand to maintain a realistic water’s edge, while deeper waters are
enhanced by a darker color of the pond water or stream lining.
How can data about the animals’ physical and behavioral needs, keepers’ requirements, education,
interpretive and storyline objectives, and visitor viewing concepts be integrated?
Pathways should progress from wider primary access to tertiary and even unobtrusive trails. Primary
pathways 14 to 20 feet in width, should be made of materials that can resist the wear of heavy pedestrian
and service vehicle trafﬁc. These are not appropriate for viewing exhibits because they cannot by the virtue
of their size and large crowd use contribute to an immersion experience. These are frequently the primary
ﬁre access roads for the zoo. Sketch #8. Secondary paths, varying from 8 to 12 feet in width, disperse
large numbers of people through the naturalistic landscapes. Sketch #9. Tertiary paths 4 to 6 feet in width,
are made of natural surface materials that should contribute to the intimate nature of the exhibit design
Sketch #10. Even smaller paths resembling natural animal routes can provide the adventurous viewer an
opportunity to become totally immersed in the environment.
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Circulation and parking, while mundane, are nonetheless critical to public enjoyment of the zoo.
Convenience, distance from car to entry gate, and ambiance are all design issues to be resolved. Lighting to
provide access and security must be balanced with cut-offs to prevent light spill into adjacent areas. Lowlevel lighting is preferred over taller ﬁxtures that might be visible from exhibit areas. The many modes
of transportation all arrive at the entrance with an opportunity to “set the stage” via landscape design and
layout of parking areas to avoid the large expansive sea of asphalt so typical in many public parking lots.

EXHIBIT SCENARIOS
Design for an exhibition theme of social biology and natural behavior whenever possible:
Give the animal an environment that maximizes opportunities for animals and zoo visitors to
beneﬁt from natural behavior. Achieving this requires large exhibition areas for social groups of
animals, e.g. natural-sized groups such as a pride of lions, a troop of baboons, a herd of antelope,
or a pack of wolves. In this way the visitor can observe the form, color or size of the animal, and
also the interactive behavior and communications naturally elicited by social species when they
share the companionship of their own kind. A fundamental part of this social behavior also
involves interaction with other species that may either co-exist in the same habitat enclosure or
be visually tied by hidden barriers to give the illusion to both animal and public that there is no
separation. A predator/prey exhibit can even be designed if it allows an escape refuge as a part of
the habitat.
Design to avoid viewing down on an animal. Views should always be up or on equal level view.
This gives the animal a sense of security and encourages natural behavior. In addition, placing
the animal in a superior position to the human world provides the viewer a sense of intrusion in
the animal’s world while allowing the animal some security.
Sketch #11 & 12 Exhibits that place the animal in a superior position
Set a presentation theme of natural habitat and bioclimatic zones:
Animals are generally conﬁned within certain parts of the world by combined effects of climate
and vegetation. Determine the ability of the site to be adapted to replicate a bioclimate. Some
regions may allow a wide variety of bioclimates while another may be more restrictive; for
example an exterior polar bear bioclimate would not be economically or physically desirable in a
desert region. Conversely, many diverse habitats can be replicated in a temperate location.
Determine the list of animals to be exhibited.
Determine the setting (geographic location, land physiognomy, and plant community).
Study the existing terrain (topography and geology).
Determine the optimum soil type (inferred type and functional requirements).
Conﬁrm the water source and design applications (natural waterforms such as streams, ponds and marshes).
Select the vegetation.
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Design for selective viewing (experience situations).
Determine what the barriers are (moats, walls, ha has, fences appropriate to landscape being replicated).
Sketch #13 Types of barriers
Plan and design for infrastructure
Conceal the animal service and holding areas.
Design the holding buildings with keeper and animal safety paramount.
Plan the layout and connections for Utilities
Plan for Life Support supply, return and skimming piping to efﬁciently route around exhibit areas. Plan
with sustainability in mind. Utilize well water or gray water especially for large water systems in aquatic
displays (with appropriate treatment systems).
Design for the safety of both animal and people. A wild environment, however it is enhanced by design,
is still a potentially dangerous environment. Design solutions need to take prudent precautions when
providing separation, barriers, pathways, and close proximity to the animals. Likewise, the animal needs
appropriate protection from the people. The challenge is to make the safety precautions as invisible as
possible so as to keep the viewer aware of the wild nature of his/her experience.

INTERPRETIVE DESIGN
Tell a story about all of nature: animal, mineral and botanical. Tell people about the complexity and
interconnectedness of nature and the dependence of mankind on a balanced ecosystem. Leave the viewer
with new knowledge and a sense of respect for each animal’s place in the ecosystem. Describe the role of
indigenous people and their interrelationship to the entire ecosystem. Perhaps most importantly, convey to
the viewer a sense of WHY they must care and become advocates for nature in all its forms.

METHODOLOGY FOR LONG RANGE PLANNING OF ZOOS
It is essential in a planning effort of this nature to utilize an orderly sequential progression from initial
ﬁeldwork to ﬁnal recommendations so that each step in the process ﬂows logically from preceding steps
to succeeding ones without wasted or disproportionate emphasis on any one area. For this reason we
recommend a helical methodology taking two cycles through the design sequence of 1) Data Inventory,
2) Analysis, 3) Generation of Alternatives and 4) Selection and Reﬁnement of alternatives. The ﬁrst pass
through the cycle produces preliminary ﬁndings, while the second cycle further tests and reﬁnes these
conceptual ﬁndings against selected additional site data, opportunities and constraints and analysis of
alternative variations of the preliminary concept. Simultaneous development of supportive detail studies,
checklists, and criteria, occurring during the second cycle, culminate in the production of long-range
planning guidelines and conceptual design recommendations for future development within the zoo site.
This two-cycle approach is responsive to the development sequence, and provides criteria for speciﬁc
facilities and exhibit designs as well as for all other areas designated during the planning process.
Sketch #14 Helical methodology for developing the design from data gathered
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The following steps describe the path of discovery to create a new zoo plan:
1.

The reading of the actual site to reveal its inherent potential

2.

The transposition of ecological geographic places in nature to the zoo site

3.

The analysis of all parts of the zoo through detailed inventory and research

4.

The selection of animal species appropriate for exhibition

5.

Integration through design

DETERMINING THE BIOCLIMATIC ZONES
Holdridge (1972) devised an objective system of classifying life zones, or bioclimatic zones. By
construction of a triangle, combining the three parameters of temperature, precipitation, and
evaportranspiration as the three axes of the triangle, any spot on earth with climatic records can be placed
in one of the Holdridge life zones. The life zone designations are those of the “climatic association”
characteristic of the zone, i.e., the normal climatic climax vegetation. This can be much modiﬁed by
edaphic (non climatic) factors so that many plant associations are possible within each life zone, but should
be only one type of climax vegetation. Jones & Jones has integrated the Holdridge System with other
classiﬁcations systems of Schimper and von Faber (1935), Odum (1971), and Walter (1973) to produce a
diagram illustrating the elements to be considered in determining the applicable zones.
Sketch #15 Modiﬁed Holdridge diagram for determining applicable bioclimatic zones

INVENTORY DATA
Inventory data is collected and organized into ﬁve interrelated groups of information: 1) Climate, 1)
Landform, 3) Vegetation, 4) Native Culture, and 5) Animal Life. Each of these areas is ﬁrst examined
extensively (world and regional scale), then intensively (site scale). This centripetal process results in a
sequential synthesis from inventory (cells in white outer band) through analysis (gray band), generation of
alternatives (potential site bioclimatic zones) and concept selection (black central core). This was described
above under Methodology as an expanding spiral of project development, shown here inverted, emphasizing
the focusing of generalized information towards the speciﬁc solution of the project requirements.
Sketch #16 Centripetal process of organizing inventory data Collect landform data records for the site anatomy,
soils, slopes, and drainage.

ESTABLISHING THE BIOCLIMATIC ZONES
The process of determining a bioclimatic zone is the result of utilizing a matrix that identiﬁes the areas
most suitable for establishment of each zone. The matrix shown was prepared for the Woodland Park Zoo
Master Plan. Areas with three or more overlapping attributes of a given zone (dots on the matrix) have
primary suitability. Areas of secondary suitability are not shown but were used in the ﬁnal determination
of the Bioclimatic Composite. Once primary and secondary suitability were determined, potential zone
areas were combined, ﬁrst into Warm/Dry and Cool/Wet pre-composites and ﬁnally into a Bioclimatic
Composite. Areas of a single bioclimatic zone should be localized to one contiguous area of the site
whenever possible. Sketch #17 Site-speciﬁc Bioclimatic Zone Matrix
Reﬁning the Bioclimatic Composite results in the production of a reﬁned concept representing the
culmination of the Vegetation-Climate-Landform sectors of the study.
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1.

Simpliﬁcation – Areas of complex conﬁguration unsuited to exhibit development or extending
isolated ﬁngers into adjacent classiﬁcations are absorbed by surrounding zones.

2.

Transition – Priority is given to establishing bioclimatic zones that normally border one another
in nature. Thus suitable transitions are possible through adjacent zones in any direction.

3.

Areas outside of future zoo boundaries are eliminated from the plan.

4.

Unsuitability – Areas unsuitable for development of bioclimatic zones by virtue of any of the
above criteria should be allocated to the most appropriated of the following uses:
a.

Public activity

b.

Passive recreation areas

c.

Service areas

d.

Special exhibit areas

EXHIBIT RELATIONSHIPS AS DESIGN CRITERIA
In addition to the opportunities and constraints already outlined, the possibility of interpretive transition
from one exhibit to another is an important consideration in determining the physical layout of the zoo. As
many of the bioclimatic zones grade into one another in nature, so can they grade into one another in the
zoo setting.
Whenever animals to be exhibited occur together or in adjacent regions in nature, an attempt is made
to duplicate such adjacency within the framework of the zoo design, resulting in a zoogeographically
meaningful pattern within each bioclimatic zone and between zones.
The interpretive transition within a bioclimatic/zoogeographic unit (e.g. African tropical forest) can be
extended in either of two ways, where appropriate: 1) to another zoogeographic region within the same
bioclimatic zone, and 2) to an adjacent bioclimatic zone within the same zoogeographic region.
Other relationships lending themselves to interpretation include taxonomic, morphological and behavioral
ones, all of which can be abundantly represented in the exhibit design layout.

PHYSICAL DESIGN SOLUTIONS
Examples of exhibit design are shown to illustrate the principals presented above. Note the screening of
service areas with berms, trenches, and landscaping. Sketch #18 Examples of physical screening elements
Note also the angle of views into an exhibit allow for animal refuge when privacy is desired. Viewing areas
are presented to illustrate selective viewing that avoids an awareness of other viewing areas, or elements not
natural to the particular immersion intended.
Sketch #19 Selective viewing angles
Materials are chosen for walks and railings that are appropriate to provide, for example, a path in the
woods rather than a roadway. Stepping stones can cross a small water way, and alternate small paths can
peel off of the main path to give the more adventurous ‘explorers’ an opportunity to “become one with the
environment.” Utilizing these methods can have the added beneﬁt of dispersing a large crowd, affording an
intimate landscape intrusion away from the larger path
Sketch #20 Crowd dispersion via path design layouts
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Managing animals “off exhibit” requires controlled gates and concealed access from exhibits to holding
areas. Sketch #21 An example of gate layout for animal control Some areas of refuge are required in
particular for birthing and are mandatory for sound sensitive animals such as the River Otter. Interpretive
displays should tell people about both the ﬂora and the fauna to illustrate the bioclimatic differences from
one area to another.
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㫒㧲ዊ#⮞㧶#Ⱂᆏ#╆⮻#₩#㫲ᅗ#Ⲷᆏ⯲#㧞⬮○⯞#Ⴏ㫮㧲ᅺ#Ⱒ❏ᝢ1##ῖᳺ/#⨖╷⩪▶#
╷㕶ᅞ⯲#ㄺⲚ㧶#ᆚṆḖ#㙏㨎#Ⰾᶂ⩎⹚ᜮ#ⴟ#⮺⹚#₩#ⴎⰎ#ႚⰿ#₮ᰦ⹛㧶#ᄝ⯚#╆❾Ⰾ
Ἂ/#ᡳῖ⭪⯚#Ⰾ#ᆚⲪ⩪▶#⨖╷#╷㕶ᅞ#ᆚṆ#₩#⪊ሆ#㫶ᡳ#⹚⭪⯞#㙏マ#ⶫ⬮㧶#⪇㧺
⯞#⚲㨣㧺#⚲#Ⱒ❏ᝢ1##
ᡳῖ⭪Ⰾ#㈮ሆ㨎⨖#㧲ᜮ#ὂ❏⯚#⯦#◉ႚ⹚#ᆖⲶ⯲#㙏㨃⯞#㙏㨎#ឆ○㧺#⚲#Ⱒ❏ᝢ=
1.

Ethics / ⮾Ṇⲛ#ᆚⲪ

2.

Conservation / Ⱚ⪊#㫒

3.

Entertainment / ⩮㗊㗦ⰒỖ㝒#Ⲷᆏ

4.

Education / ᇪ⮻#㫶ᡳ#⚲㨣

5.

Research / ⪊ሆ#㫶ᡳ#⚲㨣

ᡳῖ⭪#▾ᅞ⯲#ᆚⲪ⩪▶ᜮ#⧞ᰲ#7ႚ⹚#╆╛⯞#㙏㨎#⮞⯲#ᡳῖ⭪#ᆖⲶ#ឆ○⩪#ዊ⪆#㧺#⚲#
Ⱒ❏ᝢ=
1.

Realism / ╆❾○#㈮ሆ

2.

Landscape (habitat) Immersion / ⴊᅗ☧⩪#ណዚ

3.

Cultural Resonance / ῒ㫮#㝓╣⯲#₲⪛

4.

Behavioral Enrichment / 㫲ᅗ⩪#Ṧⴋ㧶#㕶ᡞ

⨴ⱬ⪹(REALISM)
╆❾○#㈮ሆ⯲#ㅅ™⺒#ᆖⲯ⯚#ⱆ㪞㧲ᅺⰪ#㧲ᜮ#㫲ᅗ⩪#រ㧶#⪊ሆ#₩#ⴊ╆Ⱏᝢ1##Ⱚ
Ⰾᖢ⩪ᄦ#Ⱒ⩎#Ⰾᜮ#ῒ▶ᦋ⯲#႞ⲫⲛⰒ#⚲គᜮ#㫲ᅗ⯞#⹛ⲫⲛ⯖ᳶ#ᅗ㩲㨂⯖ᳶ⠂#ႚ
ⰿ#㭂ᆖⲛ⯖ᳶ#Ⰾᶂ⩎#⚲#Ⱒ❏ᝢ1##㧶㡒/#ᅞ㬧ᢶ#㫲ᅗⰎ#ⴊ○ᢺ#ⰿ☦⩪ᜮ#Ⰾ#㫲ᅗ⩪#
㧞⚲ⲛ⯖ᳶ#⬮ሆᢲᜮ#⩎ᨺ㧶#⬮☦ႚ#⩠⯞#ᅗ⭊ႚ#Ⱒ❏ᝢ1#⪢Ḗ#⩎#ዊ㭞⯲#ヂⰎᜮ#ᡳ
ῖ#₩#❷ῖ#ⴟ⯲#ⴊⲯ⯞#⬮ሆ㧺#⚲#Ⱒᅺ/#Ⰾᜮ#Ⱂⲫ㧶#Ḓ#╷㕶㫲ᅗᆖ⯲#ⴊ㫮Ḗ#Ⰾᶂዊ#
⮞㨎▶ᡞ#㧞⬮㧺#⚲#Ⱒ❏ᝢ1##㫲ᅗ⯲#ሆ○⩪#Ⱒ⩎▶#㘺⨫/#⧮▷/#❷ῖ/#ῖ#ᦋ⯲#ῖṆⲛ
Ⱂ#⬮☦Ⰾ#❶ႛ/#ㅇႛ/#㭞ႛ#ᦋ⯲#Ⴊႛⲛ#⬮☦ᆖ#ᅊ㨃㧲⪆#ᆚᰦႷ⩪ᄦ#ᡳῖ⯲#╷
㫶#㫲ᅗ⯲#Ⱆ√ႚ#ᢶ#ᜪᔦ⯞#Ⲷᆏ㧲ᜮ#ᄝⰎ#ᆚᰦႷⰎ#₰⩪▶#Ⱚ❺ᆖ#ᡳᩂ⩎#Ḓ#
ᡳῖ⯲#◒ᅞḖ#ᆚナ㧲ᜮ#ᄝ#╆❾○#㈮ሆ#ᆚⲪ⩪▶#㮂⧆#㭂ᆖⲛⰟᝢ1
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ㇸᙅ(LANDSCAPE)
ⴊᅗ⯚#❶႞ᆖ#ⰿ☦⯲#㢆ᆞⲛⰒ#ႶᗪⰟᝢ1#ᡳῖ⭪⯲#ⴊᅗ⯚#ᡳῖ/#❷ῖ/#᧟/#㧲ᜲ/#ῖ#
ᦋ#Ⱚ⪊#╷㕶ᅞ⯲#ὂ#⬮☦Ḗ#㢆㨂㨃ᝢ1##ᡳῖ⯞#ㅎ㩲㧲ᜮ#ᄝⰎ#ὃⲛⰎᰖἎ/#ᆚᰦႷ⯚#
ኒ#ᡳῖ⯲#╷㫶#㫲ᅗ☧⩪#㢆㨂ᢲ⩎⨖#㨃ᝢ1##ႛ#ᡳῖ⯚#╷㕶ᅞ⯲#Ⱆ√Ⱏᝢ1#ᰖ
▶/#ᆚᰦႷ⯲#Ⱏⰿ⩪▶ᜮ#គ⚶㰢#ሆ㪞ᢶ#ⴊᅗ⩪#㢆㨂ᢲᜮ#ᄝⰎ#⧞ᝢᰖ/#ᡳῖ⯲#═⯲#Ⱆ√
ႚ#ᢲᜮ#ᄝⰎ#₮ᰦ⹛㨃ᝢ1
╷㕶ᅞḖ#⭊►⯖ᳶ#㧲ᜮ#㭂ᆖ⯲#ናរ㫮Ḗ#⮞㨎▶ᜮ#ᡳῖ⯲#╷㫶#㫲ᅗ⯞#ᡳῖ⯲#ᆚⲪ⩪
▶#ⲫኖ㨎⨖#㨃ᝢ1##ⰎḖ#⮞㨎#ᡳῖ⯲#ᆚⲪ⩪▶#ᡳῖⰎ#ᅺ/#ᅺ/#ᕞ◒Ḗ#ṻᜮ#ᄝ⯞#
ኒរᳶ#ᅗ㩲㧲ᅺ/#Ⱂ႞#ᆚⲪ⩪▶#㡒㧲ᅺ#⧢Ⲟ㧲ᅺ#╷ႛ㧲ᜮ#㫲ᅗ⩪▶#ℱ⩎ᔲ#ᕈ►#ᆍ
⩪#⫮ᜮ#ᜪᔦ⯞#₵⧞⨖#㨃ᝢ1##Ⰾᲆ㧶#▶❷⹚#㫲ᅗ⩪#佥㤓#⋺佦#ᅗ㩲⯞#⮺⹚#㧲ዊ#
⮞㨎▶ᜮ#Ⰾᲆ㧶#ᜪᔦ⩪▶#ጂ⩎ᔲᄦ#㧲ᜮ#⬮☦⯞#ㇶរ㧶⯖ᳶ#⩠⧺⨖#㨃ᝢ1##⪢Ḗ#
⩎/#▶❷⹚Ḗ#ᆚᰦ㧲ᜮ#ᡞⶫ##ᅗ⩪#Ḓ#ᆚᰦႷⰎ#⹚ᔲႚᜮ#ὂ❏Ⰾ#Ⱂᄊᔲ/#ᡳ
ῖᆖ#ᆚᰦႷ⯞#∞Ṇ❶㔾ᜮ#⭒㕚Ṇ/#ណⰿ/#ㄺṷ#ᦋⰎ#Ⱂᄊᔲ#㧲ᜮ#ᅗ㩲⯚#Ⰾᲆ
㧶#╷㕶ᅞḖ⭊►⯖ᳶ㧲ᅺ#Ⱒᜮ#ᆚᰦႷᳶ#㧲⪆ኢ#Ⰾᆍ⯞#Ⱂ⮞ⲛ⯖ᳶ#Ṧ⩢ᜮ#ᄝ⯞#
ᜪᔖᄦ㧲ᜮᄝ⯚#₮ᰦ⹛㧲⹚#⧤❏ᝢ1##❷ῖ►㕷#ᡞἎ#⯚#佥㧲㧲佦#ዊℯ⯲#プⴊⲛ#
ᅗ╆Ἆ⯖ᳶ#⭒㕚ṆḖ#⪾ᰲⲞ#√㗊#ⰲ#⩎⭊ᲆ⹚ᄦ#㧲⪆#❶⨖⩪▶#Ⰾ⹚#⧤ᄦ#Ṧ⩎⳦
1##ᡳ❷ῖ⯞#Ⱚ⪊#✾Თᄦ#⪊ᅊᢶ#ᄝ⯖ᳶ#㨃#㧺⚲#Ⱒ1##⩎⭒Ჾ#❷ῖᆖ#ᡳῖ⯲#Ṹ
㰦#ႳⰎ#⪆ᲆⰎ#ὂ⪆#ሊ╷㫶⯞#㧲ᜮ#ᡳῖ⯚#╷㕶ዊ㭞㧳ⲛ⯖ᳶᔲ#ᡳῖ⹚Ṇ㧳╛⯖ᳶ#
ⰲ#ሆ○ᢲ⩎#Ⱒ1##ᇪ⮻ⲛⰎᅺ#ኒᰲ▶#ⱆₒⰢᜮ#ႚ○⯚#῎ማ῎#㧲1##ႛ#ᑒἊ#▶
❷⹚ᜮ#ⴊ㫮ᳶ⭎#㪯㕶ᳶ#ᡳῖ⯲#㝓○ᆖ#⩎⭒Ṗ⯞#⪆1

Ⓚ㿜ㆉ#⼼⍄(NATIVE CULTURAL RESONANCE)
ῒ㫮ᜮ#Ⱚ⪊#㫲ᅗ#ⶫ⯲#㧲ᔲ⯲#ኖ→Ⱏᝢ1##㝓ⲯ#Ⱚ⪊#㫲ᅗ⯞#㭂ᆖⲛ⯖ᳶ#ㅎ㩲㧲ᲾἎ#
ⰎḖ#ሆ○㧲ᜮ#ὂ#⬮☦Ⰾ#Ⲟ√#㧞⬮㨃ᝢ1##ᰖ▶#ᆚᰦႷ⯚#Ⱚ⪊#㫲ᅗᆖ#ᆚ᳂ᢶ#
ₖ☧#ῒ㫮⩪#₲⪛ᢲ⩎#ₖ☧#❺⧳/#⪢⚺#ᦋᆖ#ⲫ㨎⨖#㨃ᝢ1##ₖ☧#ᄎῖ⯚#ὂ៲㧶#⬒ᰲ#
ᄎῖᆖ#ឆṆ#Ⱚ⪊#㫲ᅗ/#ዊ㭞#₩#Ⲟ㙏⯲#⪛㨿⯞#⪾ᰶ#ዊ႞#ᡳ⧢#⩎⭒⩎Ⳓ#ὂ❏⯞#Ⴐ㈮
ᄦ#ᣃᝢ1##ᄎ㈯#▾ᅞᆚⲪ⩪▶ᜮ#ⲛⲢ㧶#Ⱚⱆ#►ⲯ⯞#㙏㨎#Ⰾᲆ㧶#ῒ㫮ⲛ#⮺㭂○⯞#ឆ
○㨃ᝢ1#ᄎ㈯ῖ⯲#⮞㋲#►ⲯ#₩#ⴊᅗ⯞#㙏㨎#Ⰾᲆ㧶#ᄎ㈯ῖ⯚#ᅊᆖⲛ⯖ᳶ#ⱆ㪞㧲ᅺ
Ⱚ#㧲ᜮ#Ⱚ⪊#㫲ᅗ⯲#㧲√#⬮☦ႚ#ᣃᝢ1

㼑ᵡ㻡ㆉ#㸕〜(BEHAVIORAL ENRICHMENT)
ᡳῖ⯲#═⯚#ồⰎ/#ኢⰪṆ/#ῖ/#㨡Ⅽ/#ኒᜲ/#㧖❺ⰿ☦#ᦋ⯲#㫯/#ᡳῖ#╆㬦☧⩪▶⯲#
㫶ᡳ/#⪛㘺#⮺#₩#㢆❷Ⱚ2ồⰎ႞#ᆚᅞ#⮺⹚#ᦋ⯲#⫂Ⴐ#㫶ᡳᳶ#ႚ#ヂ#Ⱒ❏ᝢ1#╷
ⴎ⯞#⮞㧶#Ⰾ#㨣ᡳ#❏ᆚ⯚#㫲ᅗ⩪#រ㧶#㋶⚳㨂Ⰾ#⩠⯖Ἆ#Ⱆ⩎ᔲ⹚#⧤⯖Ἂ/#Ⱂᆏ#╆
⮻ᢶ#ᡳῖ⯚#⨖╷#ᡳῖᆖᜮ#᪪Ḓ#㨣ᡳ#❏ᆚ⯞#Ⰾዊᡞ#㨃ᝢ1#ᰖ▶/#ᡳῖ⭪#▾
ᅞḖ#㙏㨎#Ⱚ⪊ⲛⰒ#Ⱚና⯞#Ⲷᆏ㧲⪆#ᡳῖᳶ#㧲⪆ኢ#Ⱚ⪊ⲛⰒ#㨣ᡳ#❏ᆚ⯞#Ⰾᄦ#㧲
ᜮ#ᄝⰎ#ᡳῖ⭪#▾ᅞⰪᳶ▶#ႚⰿ#⩎Ჾ⭎#√∞ⰎἊ/#㭂ᆖⲛⰒ#ᡳῖ⭪#▾ᅞᳶ#Ⱂ㨎#ᆚᰦႷ
Ⰾ#Ⰾ#㨣ᡳ❏ᆚ⯞#⹛ⲫ#ᄦ#ᢺ#ᅗ⭊#▾ᅞⰪ#Ⱏⰿ⩪▶⯲#ႚⰿ#㔊#○ᆏⰎᰖᅺ#㧺#
⚲#Ⱒ❏ᝢ1
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ᵡⓄじ#⪬ᙌ#㆙ង#▱☝(THE APPROACH TO ZOOLOGICAL DESIGN)
㾌ㄭ#㵑ᖈ(SITE ASSESSMENT)
㪞ⰿ#㡣ႚᜮ#Ⱚ⪊ᆖ⯲#រ㫮⩪▶√㗊#❶Ⱛᣃᝢ1#㡣ႚ#រ╛#㪞ⰿ⯚#✾✾ᳶ#Ⱚ⪊#▶❷⹚
ᳶ▶⯲#ႚ○⯞#ᔲ㕚ᕎᄦ#ᣃᝢ1#Ⰾₒ#ⴎⱆ㧲ᜮ#Ⱚ⪊#㫲ᅗ⩪#⚲⭃㧲ᜮ#ᄝᆖ#⫞Ⲟ㰢#₲
រ#㨿⯖ᳶ#ⱆሆ○㧲Ჾᜮ#ᣪ#ႚ⹚#ℯ#ⶫ/#ⲞⰪḖ#►㕷㧲ᜮ#ᄝⰎ#㪞㧲ᅺ#❺ⶫ㧶#
ℯⰎἊ/##㨃ṆⲛⰎᅺ#ᔶⰎᡞႚ#ᕈ⯚#ℯⰎዊᡞ#㨃ᝢ1#ⰎᲡᄦ#ዊⴎ#Ⱚ⪊#㫲ᅗ⯞#ㇶរ
㧶#⚲⭃㧲Ἆ#ㇶⴟⲛ⯖ᳶ#⩕ᄦ#ᢲᜮ#ᅊᆖᜮ#រㅎⲛ⯖ᳶ#⭋#⮺⪊㧲ᅺ#ᅗⲶⲛⰎἊ#⪛ሆ
ⲛⰎᄦ#ᣃᝢ1#佥▾ᅞⰪᳶ▶#⭊Ṇᜮ#Ⱚ⪊⯲#ኖ→#ሆⴊḖ#₶ᅆ㧲ᅺ#㣶㪞㨎⨖#㧲Ἂ/#ⰎḖ#
㙏㨎#ᡞ㈶ᢶ#ႚ㋲ᜮ#Ⴏⴊᢲᅺ#⮺⹚㨎⨖#㨃ᝢ佦#(G.R. Jones)##㧶#ⰿ☦ႚ#❶႞Ⰾ#⹚ᕂ⩪#
ᰖ#Ⱚ⪊ᆖ#Ⱂ႞⩪#⯲㨎#⅚㪯ᢲἎ/#Ⰾ#ⰿ☦ᜮ#㧲ᔲ⯲#⅚㫮⯲#⪇╆Ḗ#Ṧ⩎ႚἊ#㝓⮺⯲#
Ⱚ⪊ⲛ#㝓○⯞#⫶ᅻ㧲ᄊᔲ#Ⴊ㉊℞Ṇᄦ#ᣃᝢ1#Ⰾᲆ㧶#⪇╆Ḗ#⪊ሆ㧲ᅺ#㪞ⰿⰎ#Ṫ㨎ⶖ
ᜮ#ᄝ⯞#ᅗㅇ㧲Ἆ/#⪾ᰶ#❶႞ᡳ⧢#㈯ⲛᢶ#⫶ᅻ#₩#⫶ᰲⲛ#⪛㨿⯞#㧲ᔲ⧃#ℱᅂᔲႚ#㪞ⰿ
⯲#Ⱚ⪊ⲛⰒ#ὂ❏⯞#ᢲヘ⯞#⚲#Ⱒ❏ᝢ1##Ⱍ⩎℞Ṋ#Ⴖ⭒Ⰾᔲ#⪊ὕⰎ#╢ᴇᄦ#㕶⩎ᔺ#⚲#
Ⱒ❏ᝢ1
Planning Principles of the Successful Zoo ⪹ᙽㆉ#ᵡⓄじ#ᙌ䀕#〜⬔
1.# ᡳῖ⭪#ⴎⱆ⯲#㕚ន○
2.# ᡳῖ#⬮ሆ⯲#Ṧⴋ○
3.# ዊ→#ᅞ㬧ᡞ#⚲
4.# ╆ᰦ⯞#⮞㧶#▾ᅞ
5.# ᡳῖ#Ⲟ❶Ḗ#╆ᰦⰎ#ṨⰎ#ὂⰎᜮ#⪾ᰗ2⮞ᰗ#❶▾Ⰾᔲ#❶ᓞᲆ⭎#ⰿ☦#ᦋ#ᡳῖ
⯲#Ⱚ⪊#㫲ᅗ⯞#㨎㧲ᜮ#⬮☦⫚#ᅃṆ
6.# ㈮ሆ㧲ᅺⰪ#㧲ᜮ#∞⮞ዊ#ⴊ○
•

ᡳῖ#▶❷⹚#㫲ᅗ⯲#ㇶរ㫮#+ᡳῖ⯲#㨣⩪#ᆚᰦႷ⯲#Ⰾ㨎,

•

ῒ㫮ⲛ#ᡳ㫮#+ₖ☧#ῒ㫮#Ⲟឆ#₩#ᆚᰦႷ#Ṧⴋ#Ⲷᆏ,

7.# ⹚⪇ⶖₖⰎ#㫲ᅗ⯲#►ᣪⲛ#⪇㫶⯞#㧲Ⱚ1#Ⱚ⪊#㫒#₩#╷㕶ᅞ#ⴎ#Ⴏⴊ#₩#㕚#
ᡳῖ⭪ᆖ⯲#⪊រḖ#㙏㧶#╷㕶#㫲ᅗ#ቺ㪯#⮺⹚⩪#រ㧶#⹚⪇ⲛ#₩#◒ᅞⲛ#㫶ᡳ#Ⴏ
㫮
8.# ₒᰲ#◒រ⩪#រ㧶#⹚ᡞ#₩#㰆ṷ#Ⲷᆏ1#Ⱚ⪊#㫒#㫶ᡳ⯲#ኧⲯⲛ#㭂ᆖ⩪#រ㧶#ᇪ
⮻#❾❶=#ᡳῖ⭪#ሆ○⭪⯞#ⴊ○㧲⪆#▶❷ㄲ#Ⲟ₩#⮺⹚Ḗ#⨫⨫㧲Ἂ#ᔲ⧞ႚ#╷
㕶㧳ⲛ⯖ᳶ#⹚⪇ᆖ#⹚ሆ#ⲞㅎḖ#㫒㧲Ჾᜮ᠊#ᘒᲿ
9.# ᡳῖ#ṆḖ#ㇶ⭊►⯖ᳶ#㧶1#ᅗ㩲⩪#⯲㧲Ἆ/#ᄎ㈯ႚ⯲#ᅆ㨎ᜮ#ⶖ⯲#ዤ
ᄦ#ⴊᅗႚ⯲#⯲ᅆ⩪#ㆵⲪ⯞#Ṹ㈮Ἆ##ᕈ⯚#ႚᅃ⯖ᳶ#ⰲ#ⰪⰒᢶ#ᡳῖ⭪⯞#
Ṧ⚲#Ⱒᜮ#ᄝ⩪#Ⰾ㨎#ᢺ#ᄝⰎ1
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SURJUDPPLQJ#㺌⇤កℰ#ᙌ䀕
ⰪⰎᖢ/#╆⮻╆/#ᡳῖ⭪#ႪᡟⰒ/#ᆚṆⰒⰎ#ὂᣪ#ヒ⪆㧲ᜮ#⭦㔆▘⯞#⚲㨣
∞▷#រ╛#᠊Ⰾ㗊=#ዊ㭞/#⹚㪯/#❷ῖ/#ῒ㫮#₩#ᡳῖ#㎆Უ◲
Ⲟ❶#⮺㪯#㭞⩪#រ㧶#㘺⯲Ḗ#ᄊㅪ#⩎ᨾ#Ⲟ❶#⮺㪯Ⰾ#ᡳῖ㧳⯲#ᲢⰎ⧞⭝⯲#ዊⰎ#ᢺ#
⹚#►ⲯ
•#

╷ῖዊ㭞㧳ⲛ#╷㕶#⹚⪇#⮺㪯#
⪎រ#⭊Ṗ(Tropical Rain Forest)#
⪎រ#ႚ❶Ṗ(Tropical Thorn Forest)#
⪎រ#╆₮ᔲ(Tropical Savanna)#
╆ṣ(Desert)#
រㆢ⭪(Steppe)#
ヂ㞦Ც#(Chaparral)#
⫂ᔶ#ᔳ⪗Ṗ(Temperate Deciduous Forest)#
⫂ᔶ#⭊Ṗ(Temperate Rain Forest)#
㕚Ⰾႚ(Taiga)#
㛊ᰖ(Tundra)#
Ⲛ╊រ(Montane)

•#

⹚⪇#▶❷⹚#⮺㪯#+គⰖ#⹚⪇#ሆ㪞1#⪢=#☦ᘒᰖ#╆ṣ,

•#

ᡳῖ⹚Ṇⲛ#Ⲟ❶#⮺㪯#
⧞㦞Ṇ㌎(African)#
⧞ỮṆ㌎(The Americas)#
⪾✾㝒ᲢⰖṆ⧞(Australian)#
∛ና(Polar)#
⧞❶⧞(Asian)#
⮺Თ(European)

•#

∞ᷲ㧳ⲛ#Ⲟ❶#⮺㪯#
ᅺ⨫Ⰾᆖ/#ᆊᆖ/#Ⴖᆖ/#㞦㉃ᷲ/#ⴊᷲ#ᦋ

•#

㨏➆#ᡳῖ#ⶫ➆#⮺㪯#
㫒ᰫⰎ(Tigers)#
㏮ᔖṆ(Elephants)#
ᆊ(Bears)#
⮺Ⱂ⭪(Apes)

•#

㝓⚲#Ⲟ❶#⮺㪯
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Ⲟ❶#ᅞ㬧#⚲ṗᆖ#ᡳ❶⩪#ᇪ⮻#ᅞ㬧⯞#⚲ṗ㨂
㕚ន○#⪊ሆ#₩#Ṣ㎚㞟#㎂▾㞟⯞#㙏㨎#ⰪⰒⰎ#⩎ᩕᄦ#⚲Ⱏ#プ㈶⭪Ⱂ#❷⯦ᵦ#₩#ዊᗪ㤢#
㞪Ṿ⫚#⪊ᆚᢺ#⚲#Ⱒᜮ⹚#∞▷
Ⱂ㗊⊊#₩#⭦㔆▘⯞#㙏㨎#╆⮻╆⯲#⬮ሆ╆㨇#₩#⧺ᳶ╆㨇#㞦⧟
ᡳῖ⭪#⬒√#₩#ᕎ√#រⶫ#ᇪ㙏#⧢⩪#រ㧶#㡣ႚ#❾❶

ᗼ㜝#⪬ᙌ(ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN)
ⰪⰒⰎ#Ⴐ㈮⩎⨖#㧺#⬮ᄎ:
1)#ⴊᅗᆖ#Ⲟ❶⩪#ⴟ☧ᢲ⩎⨖#㨂1#ᄎῖ⯚#a)ⴊᅗ#☧⩪#⫞Ⲟ㰢#㢆㨂ᢲ⩎#Ⰾ⹚#⧤ᄊᔲ/#
b)#Ⰾ⹚#⧤ዊ#⮞㨎#᧟#☧⩪#㰢ᄊᔲ/#c)#ᆚᰦႷ⯲#ᚢ⩪#⹚#⧤ᡞ᳷#⛂ᅂⳒ⨖#㨂
Sketch #1 ⴊᅗ⩪#⫞Ⲟ㰢#᠈⩎▶#ႚṊ#ᄎῖ
Sketch #2#ⴊᅗ☧⩪#㰦#ᄎῖ
Sketch #3 ᆚᰦႷ⯖ᳶ√㗊#⛂ᅂ#ᄎῖ
2) ῒ㫮#₩#ⶖ⅚#ⴊᅗᆖ#ⴊ㫮Ḗ#Ⰾᶂ⩎⨖#㨂#+ῒ㫮ⲛ#⩎⭒Ṗ,
Sketch #4 ῒ㫮ⲛ#ᆏ1#⪢=#⧞㦞Ṇ㌎#ₖ☧#ᄎ㈯⨫❷
3) ᡳῖ⯲#㧞⬮#╆㨇⯞#㉃ⴋ❶㕆#⚲#Ⱒ⩎⨖#㨂
4) ᆚᰦႷ⯲#⬮ሆ⩪ᡞ#ቚḖ#ዊ⭒⪆⨖#㨂#+ᆚᰦႷ#㡒⯲/#⩎Ḓ#₩#⩎ṊⰎ⭃#Ⲟ❶,
Sketch #5 ᆚᰦ#㡒⯲#❶▾⯲#⪢
5) ᆚṆⰪ/#╆⮻╆/#⚲⯲╆/#ᆏᆏ#❶▾/#㞪Ṿ#❶▾#₩#ὂ#ᆚᅞⰪ⯲#㡒⯲Ḗ#ᡞὂ㨎⨖#㨂
6)Ⲟ❶ᆚⰎᔲ#╆⮻╆⭃#ᄎῖ⯚#ᘬ⯚#⹚រᔲ#Ⱚ⪊#ⴊᅗ#⬮☦⩪▶#Ⰾ⹚#⧤ᡞ᳷#Ⴊ㈮⩎
Ⳓ⨖#㨂#
Sketch #6 ᆚᰦႷ#❶►⯖ᳶ√㗊#⛂ᅂ#╆⮻#❶▾
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ᄎ㈯Ἆ⯖ᳶ#ᡳῖ╆Ḗ#ᄎ㈯㧲Ἆ#ⴊᅗἎ⩪▶ᜮ#Ⲟ㪚#ᅺᲾ㧺#⚲#⩠ᅺ#᪪㧶#ኒᆍ⯚#→ᰲ#ႚ
⹚ᅺ#Ⱒᜮ#ⰿⲪ⯚#ḒἎ##㮂⧆#⭊⚲㧺᧦Ṧ#ⴊኢ#⪆#⑪Ⰾ1#ᡳῖ╆ᜮ#⪇❶#╷
ῖዊ㭞㧳ⲛ⯖ᳶᔲ#ῒ㫮ⲛ⯖ᳶ##→ᰲ⯲#ⰿ☦Ḗ#ⰲ#⪆#ሆ○㨎⨖#㧶1
Sketch #7
㢆⮺ᷲ⯲#Ⲟ❶Ḗ#⮞㨎▶ᜮ#⯦⯲#◒ႚ⹚#ᄎ㈯ⲛ#⬮☦ႚ#㉃ⴋᢲ⩎⨖#㨂=#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇/#Ⰾ
☻#❶▾/#⚳☦1#ᆚᰦႷ⩪ᄦᜮ#ᆚᰦ#ሆ⪇Ṧ#Ⴖᢲ⩎#Ⱒ⯦1#╆⮻╆ႚ#Ⱆ㧲ᜮ#ᆍ⯚#⪆
ⶖ⹚#Ṫ⧞⨖#㧶1
╆⮻⩪ᜮ#ᡳῖ⯞#ᶂᜮ#☶⧂ႚ#⬮ሆᢲἊ/#⬒╛Ⰾᔲ#⚖㔆#⩠Ⰾ#ᡳῖ⯞#⭚⹛Ⰾ⹚#Ṫ
ᄦ#㧺᧦#ⲯⲶḖ#╆⭃㧲ᜮ#ⰖⰎ#⋢™㧲ᔲ1#Ⰾᲆ㧶#⪊❏Ⰾ#㙏#ṾⰖ#ᝢᜮ#㙏ᳶḖ#㙏
㨎▶#₮ᳶ#ῒ⯖ᳶ#Ⱂᡞᢲ⩎#╆ⰿ⯖ᳶ#ႚᄊᔲ#⧞ᝢἎ#Ⲟ❶ᢲ⹚#⧤ᜮ#ᆍ⯖ᳶ#႞1

⪤ⱥ㍈#ᗼ㜝#⪬ᙌ+ODQGVFDSH#DUFKLWHFWXUDO#GHVLJQ,
▶❷⹚Ḗ#ណᜮ#ⰪⰒ⯞#⮞㨎▶ᜮ#ⱆ㪞㧲ᅺⰪ#㧲ᜮ#Ⰾሇⲛ#㫲ᅗ⩪#ⲛ㨃㧶#⹚㪯ᆖ#⬒ᆚ
╛#⋞❑㧶#ὂ❏⯲#㘺ⴟ❷ῖᳶ#ᢲ⩎⨖#㧶1
ⱆ㪞㧲ᅺⰪ#㧲ᜮ#❷ῖᆖ#ႚⰿ#⋞❑㧶#㪯㕶⯲#❷ῖⰎ#ⱆ㪞ᢺ⚲#Ⱒ⯞ዦ?###Ⰾ#❷ῖⰎ#ⴎ
ⱆ㧲ᜮႚ?
Ⰾ#❷ῖ#ⶫ⩪ᜮ#ᡟ○Ⰾ#Ⱒᄊᔲ#⮞㩲㧶#ᄝⰎ#Ⱒᜮႚ?
⩎ᩕᄦ#㧲Ἆ#ᡳῖᳶ#√㗊#Ⰾ#❷ῖ⯞#㭂ᆖⲛ⯖ᳶ#㫒㧺#⚲#Ⱒᜮႚ?#ႚᓮ⧃⯚#ᡳ
ῖⰎ#Ⲟ❶#ὃⲛ╛#Ḓ#❷ῖ⯚#㮖☪㧲⹚#⧤ᢲ#⹚ⲯᢶ#❷ῖ⯞#㮖☪❶㎶⨖#㧺#㧞⬮ႚ#Ⱒ
⯦1##㌂㟆⹚#Ⲟ❶ႚ#ኒ#⪢#ⶫ⯲#㧲ᔲⰞ1#⩎ᨾ#❷ῖ⯚#ⲯ㫯㧶#Ⲟ❶Ḗ#⮞㨎#㰆╷ᢲ⩎⨖#
㧲Ἂ#ⶖዊⲛ⯖ᳶ#ᇪㅎ㨎#ⶖ⩎⨖#㨂1
ᡳῖ⯲#㫶ᡳ⩪ᡞ#ᅆᦶ#⚲#Ⱒᡞ᳷#㘺⨫⯞#⩎ᩕᄦ#ⴊⲢ#㧺#⚲#Ⱒᜮႚ?
⹚╛#ⴊᷲᔲ#ዊ㕚#Ḓ#Ⱛ⯚#ᡳῖ#ⴟ⯚#⩎ᨾ#㪯㕶⯲#㕢㈶#ሆ⪇Ⰾ#㧞⬮㧲Ἂ/#Ⱚ⪊✾ᲆ
⭎#ⴊᅗ⯞#㙏㨎#ⰎḖ#⩎ᩕᄦ#Ⲷᆏ㧺#⚲#Ⱒᜮႚ?
㧞⬮㧶#⭒㕚Ṇᔲ#ዊⲛ#㧞⚲#❶▾⯞#⩎ᩕᄦ#Ⴊ㈮ᄊᔲ#Ⰾ⹚#⧤ᄦ#㧺#⚲#Ⱒᜮႚ?
Ⱂⴊ#▷ⱆ#ⴊᅗ⯚#ႬⰎ#⋞➒⁚ᳶ#Ⲟ❶#ⶖⲶᔲ#ᡳῖ#❏○#ᾲ╆⩪#㧞⚲ⲛⰖ#᧦⩪Ṧ#╆⭃
㧲ᜮ#ᄝⰎ#₮ᰦ⹛㨂1#Ⲟ❶#ⰪⰒ╛⩪▶#Ⱚ⪊#₮⮞ᜮ#Ⲟ❶#⧸√∞⩪#㋲㧲ᜮ#ᄝⰎ#ⴥ
⯦1##ᰖ㗧✾#Ὂᜮ#Ⱂⴊ#₮⮞⯲#ὂ❏⯞#㨿╛❶㔾⁚ᳶ#㭂ᆖⲛ⯖ᳶ#Ⱚ⪊✾ᲆ⭎#Ⲟ❶#㣶㪞
⯞#㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⯦
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Ⱂⴊ#₮⮞#ᦋ⯲#佥ᅆᅺ㧶佦#ⴊᅗ#⬮☦⯞#⩎ᩕᄦ#㧲Ἆ##√Თᄦ㧲⪆#ⲞㅎⲛⰒ#ⴊᅗ
⩪#ⴊ㫮ᴇᄦ#㙏㨃ᢺ#⚲#Ⱒᜮႚ?
❷ῖ#ሆ⪇⯚#⩎ᩕᄦ#㧲Ἆ#ᡳῖ⩪#⯲㨎#㞦ᇎᢲ⹚#⧤⯖Ἆ▶#ᆚṆ㧺#⚲#Ⱒᜮႚ?
⪊ὕᆖ#Ⴖ⭒Ⴓ⯚#ῖᳶ#ሆ○ᢶ#⪊ὕᆖ#Ⴖ⭒Ⰾ#ᆚᰦႷⰎ#↖⚲#⩠ᜮ#ᕎ√ṣⰎ#▾㋲ᢲ⩎
⨖#㧶1#⨯⯚#⚲➆⯲#ᅗ⭊#Ⱚ⪊▷ᆖ#ὂᰲḖ#╆⭃㧲⪆#╆❾ⲛⰒ#⪊ὕႚᔲ#Ⴖ⭒ႚḖ#Ṧ#
⚲#Ⱒᅺ/#ዤ⯚#⚲➆⯲#ᅗ⭊ᜮ#₮#㣶Ἆ⯞#ῖ#╣ዮᆖ#⋞❑㧲⹚Ṧ##⩎ᣪ⭎#╣⯖ᳶ#ㄲṆ
㨎⨖#㧶1
⩎ᩕᄦ#㧲Ἆ#ᡳῖ⯲#ῖṆⲛⰎᔲ/#㨣ᡳ❏ᆚⲛ#㧞⬮#╆㨇/#╆⮻╆#ⴊᄎ/#ኒṆᅺ#ᇪ⮻ⲛ/#㨎
▾ⲛ#₩#Ⰾ⨖ዊ#ⲞႶ╛⯲#ὃⲛ⩪#㧞⬮㧶#ᆚᰦႷ#ᆚⲪⰎ#Ⱆ㋲ᢺ#⚲#Ⱒ⯞ዦ?#
ᡳῖ⭪#ᕎ#╊ミᳶᜮ#ⶫ⧳#╊ミᳶḖ#ⶫ➆⯖ᳶ#ⴊ#╊ミᳶ#᪪ᜮ#Ⰾ⹚#⧤ᜮ#ዒ#ᦋ⯖ᳶ#
ⲞႶᢲ⩎⨖#㨂1#ⶫ⧳#╊ミᳶᜮ#14⩪▶#20㧖㝒#ⲯᡞ⯲#ᖭⰎḖ#⮺⹚㨎⨖#㧲Ἂ/#Ṩ⯚#㨣
Ⱚ#₩#ヂᱣ#⫯ᰲḖ#ᅆᦶ#⚲#Ⱒᜮ#Ⱚⱆᳶ#Ṧ⩎Ⳓ⨖#㨂1##ᆚᰦ#Ⲟ❶ⰿ⯞#↖#⚲#⩠⯖Ἂ#គ
⹚#⚶㫲㙏ᳶἊ#Ṩ⯚#ሊⶫⰎ#Ⰾᡳ►ⰎἊ1#Ⰾ#រ㪯#╊ミᳶᜮ#Ⱆ₲ⲛ⯖ᳶ#ᡳῖ⭪#ᕎ⯲#☦
ᳶᳶ#㫶⭃ᢶ1
Sketch #8 ᖭⰎႚ#8⩪▶#12㧖㝒#ⲯᡞⰒ#2ヂ#╊ミᳶ⯚#Ⱚ⪊#▶❷⹚ᳶ#ᆚᰦႷ⯞#∞㢆❶
㔾ᜮ#⪇㧺⯞#㨂
Sketch #9ᖭⰎႚ#4⩪▶#6㧖㝒#ⲯᡞⰒ#3ヂ#╊ミᳶᜮ#ⶖᳶ#Ⱚ⪊╊#Ⱚⱆᳶ#㣶ἎⰎ#ㄲṆᢲ⩎#
▶❷⹚⫚⯲#㋶ₚႪ⯞#ᘬⰎᜮ#ⰪⰒ⯞#Ṧ1
Sketch #10 Ⰾ##ⴛ⯚#ዒ⯚#ὂ㩲➆Ⰾ#Ṩ⯚#ᆚႷ⩪ᄦ#▶❷⹚⩪#⫞Ⲟ㰢#⋺Ⳓᡞ᳷#
㧲ᜮ#᪪#Ḓ#ዊ㬦Ḗ#Ⲷᆏ㨂
ᡳῖ⭪#ᕎ#Ⰾᡳ#⚲គᆖ#ⶖヂ#❶▾⯚#㡣℮㨎#Ⱆ⹚#ὂḎ⹚Ṧ#ᆚᰦႷ⯲#Ṧⴋᡞ⩪ᜮ#Ṿ⭊#
ⶫ⬮㧶#⬮☦Ⱎ1#㡒⯲○/#ヂ⩪▶#Ⱏሆዦ⹚⯲#ᄊṆ/#Ⲟ₲ⲛⰒ#∞⮞ዊ#ᦋ⯚#㨎ᅊᢲ⩎⨖#㧺#
ⰪⰒ#ᆖⲶⰞ1#⧢ᕎ⫚#⧢Ⲟ⯞#⮞㧶#ⴊ#❶▾⯚#㕚#⹚⪇⩪#⪛㨿⯞#ⶖ⹚#⧤⯖Ἆ▶#㭂ᆖ
Ḗ#⮺⹚㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⩎⨖#㨂1#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇⩪▶#Ⱆ#⚲#Ⱒᜮ#ᘬᄦ#▾㋲ᢶ#ⴊᜮ#ᕈᄦ#▾㋲
ᢶ#ⴊⰎ##₮ᰦ⹛㨂1#Ⲷᆏᢲᜮ#ὂ#⭎☻#⚲គ⯚#ᡳῖ⭪#Ⱏሆ⩪#ᡞッ㧲ᡞ᳷#▾ᅞ㧲ᅺ#
ⴊᅗ#▾ᅞ#₩#ⶖヂⰿ#ሆⴊḖ#ⴊⲯ㧲⪆#Ⱆ₲ⲛ⯖ᳶ#ᄊរ㧶#⧞✾㞮㝒ᳶ#ሆ○ᢲᜮ#㕚#ⶖヂ
ⰿᆖᜮ#Ḓ#㪯㕶Ḗ#Ⴐ㈮ᜮ#ᄝⰎ#₮ᰦ⹛㨂
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EXHIBIT SCENARIOS ㆌⱤ#Ɽᨠ⌴⾬
╆㬦#╷ῖ㧳₩#Ⱚ⪊#❏○⩪#ዊ₲㧶#Ⲟ❶#㗦Ṣ#▾ᅞ=
#

ᡳῖᆖ#ᆚᰦႷⰎ#ὂᣪ#ㇶរ㧶⯲#Ṧⴋᆖ#㭂ᆖḖ#⩕⯞#⚲#Ⱒᜮ#㫲ᅗ⯞#Ⲷᆏ
㨂1#ⰎḖ#⮞㨎▶ᜮ#῎ṆḖ#⹚⩎#╷㫶㧲ᜮ#ᡳῖ#– ╆Ⱚ#῎Ṇ/#Ⴖ㏮⭪⛇Ⰾ#῎Ṇ/#
⪛⨫#῎Ṇ/#ᜫរᩖ#ᦋ#0#⯞#⮞㧶#ᖭ⯚#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇Ⰾ#㧞⬮㨂1#Ⰾᲆ㧶#ℯ⯖ᳶ#ᆚ
ᰦႷ⯚#ᡳῖ⯲#ὂ❏/#╣Ⴊ/#㔆ዊ#⑪ṦⰎ#⧞ᝢᰖ/#ᡳῖⰎ#ᡳᵦᆖ#῎Ṇ⹚
⩎#╷㫶⯞#㧲ᜮ#ᡳ⧢#Ⱚ⪊✾Თᄦ#ᔲ㕚ᔲᜮ#╛㫒Ⱛ⭃#㨣ᡳ#₩#⯲╆☦㙏⯞#㧲ᜮ#
ὂ❏ዦ⹚ᡞ#ᆚナ㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⯦1#Ⰾ⫚#Ⴓ⯚#╆㬦ⲛ#❏○⩪ᜮ#Ḓ#ᡳῖⴟ႞⯲#╛
㫒#Ⱛ⭃㧲ᜮ#ὂ❏ᡞ#㢆㨂ᢲᜮ᠊/#ᡳⰖ#▶❷⹚#⭒㕚Ṇ#ᕎ⩪▶#㨂፲#╷㫶㧲ᅺ#Ⱒ
ᜮ#ᡳῖⰎᄊᔲ#᪪ᜮ#ᡳῖᆖ#ᆚᰦႷ#ὂᣪႚ#Ⱂ⹚㧲⹚#ὕ㧲ᡞ᳷#⛂ᅂ#ⰿ⅗⯖
ᳶ#Ⱂ㨎#⬒ᆚ╛#Ⴓ⯚#⹚⪇⩪#▶❷㧲ᜮ#ᡳῖⰖ#⚲ᡞ#Ⱒ⯦1#▶❷⹚#ᕎ⩪#⛂⯞#⚲#
Ⱒᜮ#ⰿ☦ႚ#ⲶᆏᢶἎ#㢆❷Ⱚ2ồⰎ⯲#ᡳⰖ#ሆ⪇#Ⲟ❶ᡞ#ႚ㨂1#ᡳῖ⯞#ᕎ
Ჾᄦ#ᢲᜮ#▾ᅞᜮ#㧖㨎⨖#㨂1#ᡳῖ⯚#㨇╛#ᆚᰦႷ#ᘬ⯚#⮞㋲⩪#Ⱒᄊ
ᔲ#⚲㡣►╛⩪#Ⱒ⩎⨖#㧲Ἂ/#Ⰾᲆ㧶#❷⯞#㙏㨎#ᡳῖ⯚#⧢Ⲟ㧲ᅺ#ᜪᔖᄦ#
ᢲᅺ#Ⱚ⪊ⲛⰒ#❏○⯞#ᲆᕖ#⚲#Ⱒ⯦1#∢⩎/#Ⱂ႞#⭊⭮㧶#ᜪᔦⰎ#ᡞ᳷#
ᡳῖ⯞#㋲㨂⯖ᳶ⠂/#╆ᰦ⯚#Ṣ㋲#ᡳῖ⯲#⪛㘺Ḗ#㌂℮㨢ᜮ#ᜪᔦ⯞#₵
ᄦᣂ
Sketch #11 & #12 ᆚᰦႷ#⭊⭮㧶+╛⮞,#⮞㋲⩪#Ⲟ❶ᢶ#ᡳῖ

Ⱚ⪊#▶❷⹚#₩#╷㕶#ሆ⪇⯲#Ⲟ❶#㗦Ṣ#▾ⲯ=
#

ᡳῖ⯚#Ⱆ₲ⲛ⯖ᳶ#ዊ㭞#₩#❷ῖ⯲#⪛㨿⯞#₵⧞#Ⲟ#◒ᅞ#Ⱆ√#⹚⪇⩪#ሇ㧶ᢲ
⩎#▶❷㧲ᅺ#Ⱒ⯦1#ႛ#√⹚ႚ#⩎ᨾ#╷ῖዊ㭞㧳ⲛ#▶❷⹚Ḗ#ⱆ㪞㧲ዊ⩪#ⲛ㨃㧶⹚
Ḗ#ᅊⲯ㨎⨖#㨂1#⩎ᨾ#⹚⪇⯚#ⱆ㪞㧺#⚲#Ⱒᜮ#⮺㪯Ⰾ#Ⲷ㧶ᢲ⩎#Ⱒᜮ#₲Ἆ/#⩎ᨾ#
⹚⪇⯚#⨫㧶#╷㕶ዊ㭞#⹚⪇⯞#ὂᣪ#Ⲟ❶㧲ዊ⩪#ⲛ㨃㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⯦1#Ⱆ᳚ᳶ/#∛
ናᆊ#▶❷⹚⯲#ὂ❏⯚#╆ṣ#⹚⪇#ⱆ㪞⩪#㫶⭃ᢲዊ⩪ᜮ#ᅗⲶⲛ⯖ᳶ#㫓⯚#ῖṆⲛ
⯖ᳶ#ⲛ㨃㧲⹚#⧤⯦1#₲Ἆ/#⫂រ#ዊ㭞#⹚⪇⩪ᜮ#⨫㧶#▶❷⹚Ⰾ#ⱆ㪞ᢺ#⚲#Ⱒ
⯦

Ⲟ❶ᢺ#ᡳῖ#ὃ᳷#ᅊⲯ
ᅗ#ᅊⲯ#+⹚Ṇⲛ#⮞㋲/#⹚㪯/#❷ῖ#ሊᰗ,
ዊⴎ#⹚㪯#ᄚ㘺#+⹚㪯㧳#₩#⹚,
ㇶⲛ⯲#㘺⨫#⮺㪯#ᅊⲯ#+㈮ⲯ#⮺㪯#₩#ዊⲛ#⬮ሆ#╆㨇,
ῖ#ᆏኣ#❷#₩#㫶⭃#⧢#▾ᅞ#+Ⴖ⭒/#⪊ὕ/#ᝄ#ᦋ,
❷ῖ#ᅊⲯ
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►㕷ⲛ#ᆚᰦ⯞#⮞㧶#▾ᅞ#
⭒㕚Ṇ#⮺㪯#ᅊⲯ#+ὂ㝒/#⅗/#⯚ⰿ/#⭒㕚Ṇ#ᦋ#▶❷⹚⩪#ⲛ㨃㧶#㪯㕶
Sketch #13 ⭒㕚Ṇ⯲#⮺㪯

PLAN AND DESIGN FOR INFRASTRUCTURE ី■#Ɽ⪬#ẜㄘ#▗#⪬ᙌ
ᡳῖ#▶⋞✾#ሆ⪇#₩#ᡳῖ╆⯲#⯚㡪
╆⮻╆#₩#ᡳῖ⯲#⧢Ⲟ⯞#ㇶ⭊►⯖ᳶ#㧲⪆#ᡳῖ╆#ᄎῖ#▾ᅞ
ᲢⰎ⧞⭝#₩#㕚#❶▾ᆖ⯲#⪊ᅞ#❷#ᅞ㬧
ኣ⚲/#⚲#₩#ዊ㕚#╷#⮺⹚Ḗ#⮞㧶#ᆚ#❶▾⯚#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇⯞#㧖㨎#▾㋲ᢲ⩎⨖#㨂1#㫲
ᅗ#⮺⹚#₩#Ⱚ⭪⯲#⹚☧○+⹚☧ⲛ#ᆏኣ#ႚ○,⯞#⪖ᣪ⩪#ᣪᅺ#ᅞ㬧㨂1#⚲╷#ᡳῖ#Ⲟ❶
⩪#㧞⬮㧶#រቶὂ#⚲ⴋᆚ#❶▾⩪ᜮ#ⲛⲢ㧶#⭃⚲#ㄲṆ#❶✾㗶⯞#Ⴐ㈮ᅺ#⭊⭒ῖⰎᔲ#ⲯ㫮
ㄺⰎ⩪#ⱆ㫶⭃ᢺ#⭃⚲Ḗ#㫶⭃㨂
╆ᰦᆖ#ᡳῖ#ὂᣪ⯲#⧢Ⲟ⯞#ᅺᲾ㧶#▾ᅞ1#⨖╷#ሆ⪇⯚/#Ⱂᆏⲛ⯖ᳶ#ⴊ○ᢲ⩢⹚Ṧ/#⪆Ⲟ㰢#
⮞㩲○Ⰾ#ⰺⱆ㧲ᅺ#Ⱒ⯦1#∞Ṇរ/#⭒㕚Ṇ/#⪾☮ዒ⯞#▾㋲㧲ᄊᔲ#ᡳῖ⩪⯲#ႚዦⰎ#ⲫኖ㧺#
⚲#Ⱒᜮ#ዊ㬦Ḗ#Ⲷᆏ㧺#᧦/#⩎ᨾ#❷⯖ᳶ#▾ᅞႚ#Ⰾᶂ⩎⹚#Ṿ⭊#❺ⶫ㧲ᄦ#ᅺᲾᢲ⩎⨖#
㨂1#Ṣテႚ⹚ᳶ/#ᡳῖ#⪇❶#╆ᰦᳶ√㗊#ⲛⲢ㧶#㫒ႚ#Ⰾᶂ⩎Ⳓ⨖#㨂1#Ⰾ⫚#Ⴓ⯚#ᆖⲶ
Ḗ#㨎ᅊ㧲Ἆ▶ᡞ/#⪆Ⲟ㰢#ᆚᰦႷⰎ#⨖╷#▶❷⹚Ḗ#╷╷㧲ᄦ#ᅗ㩲㧺#⚲#Ⱒᡞ᳷/#㫒#❶
▾#▾ᅞ#❶#ႚ㧶#㧶#ᚢ⩪#ᯞ⹚#⧤ᡞ᳷#㝓⅞㰢#ⶖ⯲Ḗ#ዊ⭒Ⰾᡞ᳷#㨂

㻼⪬ㆉ#ẜㄘ(INTERPRETIVE DESIGN)#
▶❷⹚ᜮ#ᡳῖ/#❷ῖ/#ᆫῖ#ᦋ#Ⱚ⪊⩪#រ㨎#Ⰾ⨖ዊ㨎##⚲#Ⱒ⩎⨖#㨂1#ᆚᰦႷ⩪ᄦ#Ⱚ⪊
⯲#ⰻ○#₩#╛㫒⪊ᆚ○/#ኒṆᅺ#╷㕶ᅞ#ቺ㪯⩪⯲#Ⱂ႞#⯲ⴎ○⩪#រ㨎#Ⰾ⨖ዊ#㧺#⚲#Ⱒ
⩎⨖#㨂1#ᆚᰦႷⰎ#╢ᳶ⭎#⹚❷#⩕ᅺ#╷㕶ᅞ#ᕎ#ႛ#ᡳῖ⩪#រ㧶#ⴎⶫႪ⯞#ᜪᔖᄦ#㨂1#
Ⱂ႞⯲#⪇㧺ᆖ#Ⲟㅎ#╷㕶ᅞ⫚#Ẕᅺ#Ⱒᜮ#╛㫒#ᆚᅞ⩪#រ㨎#ᾲ╆㨎⨖#㨂1#ኒṆᅺ#ႚⰿ#ⶫ
⬮㧶#ᄝ⯚/#ᆚᰦႷ⩪ᄦ#Ⱚ⪊⯞#㫒㧲ᅺ#⧞ᎎ⨖#㧲ᜮ#Ⰾ⮺Ḗ#Ⲟឆ㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⩎⨖#㨂#
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ᵡⓄじム#ㄭី#ᙌ䀕⻐ヌ#れ㻤#▱☝⇨#
(METHODOLOGY FOR LONG RANGE PLANNING OF ZOOS)
ᡳῖ⭪#▾ᅞ#❶⩪ᜮ#ㆢዊ#㪞ⰿ#ត╆⩪▶√㗊#ㇶⴟ#ሦⰿ#╆㨇⩪#ⰎḎዊዦ⹚#Ⱆ᳂⯲#⚶▶
រᳶ#㨣ᢲᜮ#ᄝⰎ#ⶫ⬮㧲Ἂ/#ⰎḖ#㙏㨎#ႛႛ⯲#គᅞᜮ#ⰎⲞ#គᅞ⩪▶#⯦#គᅞᳶ#ᕇ
⋞ႚ#⹚ᔲ㌂#⩠Ⰾ#⭪㫶㧲ᄦ#㯲ᲆႢ#⚲#Ⱒ⯦1#Ⰾᲆ㧶#Ⰾ⮺ᳶ/#ន╆⩪▶ᜮ#1)#Ⱚᵦ#ὃ᳷/#2)#
∞▷/#3)#រ⧢#ᡞ㈶/#4)#រ⧢#►ⲯ#₩#Ⴖⲯ⩪#ⰎḎᜮ#Ⱆ᳂⯲#ⰪⰒ#ⶖዊḖ#ᣪ™#₲㧲ᜮ#
ᔲ►㪯#ℯᳺ⯞#ሦⰿ㨂1#ㅅ#™⺒#ⶖዊ⩪▶ᜮ#ዊㆢ#₶ᅆ#╆㨇Ⰾ#ᡞ㈶ᢲἊ/#ᣪ#™⺒#ⶖ
ዊḖ#㙏㨎#Ⰾᲆ㧶#ႶᗪⲛⰒ#₶ᅆ#╆㨇⯞#ᆏ╆#√⹚⩪#រ㧶#㈮ႚⲛⰒ#Ⱚᵦ/#ዊ㬦#₩#㧶
ᅞⲪ/#ዊㆢ#Ⴖᗪ⯲#រ⧢#∞▷#ᦋ⯞#㙏㨎#❶#ⴊ╆㧲ᅺ#ᦆᄦ#ᣂ1#Ⰾ⫚#㨂፲#◒√#╆㨇#
⫞#⪊ሆ/#ㅎ㔆Ṇ✾㝒#Ⱛ○#₩#ዊ#▾ⲯ#ᦋ⯲#Ⱛ⩟ᡞ#ᡳ❶⩪#Ⰾᶂ⩎⹚Ἆ▶/#ᡳῖ⭪#√
⹚⯲#㫯ⰿ#Ⴖ₶⯞#⮞㧶#ⰿዊ#ᅞ㬧#ႚⰎᰖⰒ#₩#Ⴖᗪⲛ#▾ᅞ#ሦⰿ#╆㨇Ⰾ#⫞○ᣂ1#Ⰾᲆ
㧶#5Ⴖ#ⶖዊ#ℯᳺ⯚#ᅞ㬧#⚲ṗ#ዊ႞#ⶫ#Ⱆ᳂⯲#Ⴖ₶#ᆖⲯ⩪#⸣ႛⲛ⯖ᳶ#₲⯫㧲⪆#❾㨣
ᢺ#⚲#Ⱒᅺ/##ዊ㕚#⹚⪇⩪#រ㨎▶ᜮ#ῖᳺ#◒√#❶▾#₩#Ⲟ❶#▾ᅞ⯲#ዊ⯞#Ⲷᆏ㨂
Sketch #14 Ⱚᵦ#⚲⩪▶#ⰪⰒ#Ⴖ₶⩪#ⰎḎᜮ#ᔲ►㪯#ℯᳺ#
⯦⯚#╢ᳶ⭎#ᡳῖ⭪#プⴊḖ#⮞㧶#Ⱆ᳂⯲#ᆖⲯ⯞#ᾲ╆㧲ᅺ#Ⱒ⯦=
1.# √⹚#Ⱚㅎႚ#ႚ⹚ᅺ#Ⱒᜮ#▶❷⹚ᳶ▶⯲#ᅺ⮺#ⰺⱆ○⯞#㫯Ⱂ
2.# Ⱚ⪊ᅞ⯲#╷㕶2⹚Ṇⲛ#⹚⪇⯲#ᡳῖ⭪#ᕎ#⫞⅗㧶#ⱆ㪞
3.# ◒√#ᡳῖ#ὃ᳷#₩#⪊ሆ#Ⱚᵦ⯞#㙏㨎#ᡳῖ⭪⯲#ὂ#√∞⩪#រ㧶#∞▷
4.# Ⲟ❶⩪#ⲛ㨃㧶#ᡳῖ#ⴟ#►ⲯ
5.# ▾ᅞḖ#㙏㧶#ᅊ㨃

⩥㩤ី䁌ㆉ#ᛸム#ᘸ㆝#
(DETERMINING THE BIOCLIMATIC ZONES)
㫚Ṇ⹚(1972)ᜮ#╷㕶#ሆ⪇⯞#∞ᷲ㧲ᜮ#ႷᆚⲛⰒ#ㅎᅞḖ#ᅺ⧢㧲⪚⯦1#ዊ⫂/#Ⴏ⚲/#⸷₶
ᱣ⯞#㘺រᳶ#㧶#╖ႛ㪯#ሆᡞḖ#ሆ㈯㨂⯖ᳶ⠂/#⹚ሆ#╛⯲#⩎ᜪ#ⰿ☦⹚#ዊ㭞#᠊Ⰾ㗊Ṧ#Ⱒ
⯖Ἆ#㫚Ṇ⹚#╷㫶ሊ#(Holdridge Life Zone)#∞ᷲ#ㅎᅞ#╛⩪#⮞㋲㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⯦1#╷㫶ሊ(LifeZone)#Ⰾᰖᜮ#㌇⯚#㨎ន#⹚⪇⯲#佥ዊ㭞#ሊ佦#㝓○⯞#ᯕ㧲ᜮ#ᄝ⯖ᳶ/#⸣#㣶ዊ㭞ᕎ
⯲##╛㕶⩪#❷ῖ#ሊᰗ⯞#⯲ₒ㨂1#Ⰾᜮ#+ዊ㭞ᜮ,#㘺⨫ⲛ#⬮☦⩪#⯲㨎#⭋#Ⴖ㡒ᢺ#⚲#
Ⱒ⯖Ἂ/#ᰖ▶#Ṩ⯚#❷ῖ#ሊⰎ#ႛ#╷㫶ሊ(Life-zone)⩪#ⴎⱆ㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⹚Ṧ/#ና╛#❷ῖ
⯲#⮺㪯⯚#គ#㧶ႚ⹚ႚ#ᣂ1#ⴎ✾)ⴎ✾╆ᜮ#㫚Ṇ⹚#ㅎᅞḖ#Ḓ#∞ᷲ#ㅎᅞ#— Schimper
and von Faber (1935), Odum (1971), and Walter (1973) –⫚#㙏㨃㧲⪆/#ᡳῖ⭪⩪#㫶⭃#ႚ㧶#
╷㕶#⹚⪇⯞#ᅊⲯ㧲ᜮ᠊#ᅺᲾᢲ⩎⨖#㧲ᜮ#⬮☦⯞#▾㧲ᜮ#ὂ㪯⯞#㫯ṗ㧲⪚⯦
Sketch #15#ⲛ⭃#ႚ㧶#╷㕶#ሆ⪇#ᅊⲯ⩪#㫶⭃ᢲᜮ#⚲ⲯᢶ#㫚Ṇ⹚#ㅎᅞ#
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ᵡⓄ#⇥(INVENTORY DATA)
ᡳῖ#ὃ᳷⯚#╛㫒#ₚⲫ㧶#ᆚ᳂Ⰾ#Ⱒᜮ#5ႚ⹚#℮ⶖ⩪#ᰖ#ⲯṆᣂ=#
1)#ዊ㭞/#2)#⹚㪯/#3)#❷ῖ/#4)#㘺☧⯲#ῒ㫮/#5)#ᡳῖ#╷㫶1#
ႛ#℮ⶖᜮ#ỖⲚ#Ⲟ#◒ᅞ#₩#⹚⪇⯞#ዊ⯖ᳶ#ᆫ℮⮞㧲ᄦ#ᄚ㘺ᢲᅺ/#⯦⯖ᳶ#◒√#⹚⪇#
ዊ⯖ᳶ#ㄺⲚ㧲ᄦ#ᄚ㘺ᣂ1#Ⰾ#ᆖⲯ⯚#ὃ᳷+㰊╣#⬒ᆗ#,⩪▶#∞▷+㬦╣#,/#រ⧢#
ᡞ㈶+㪞ⰿ#ᕎ#╷㕶#ሆ⪇,#₩#㎂◣#►ⲯ+㯫╣#ⶫ➆√,ዦ⹚#⚶ヂⲛ⯖ᳶ#㨣ᣃᝢ1#Ⰾᜮ#
⮞⯲#ℯᳺ#√∞⩪▶#▾ᢶ#㦞ᳶⲷ㝒#Ⴖ₶⯲#㫯ⰿᆖ#⮺╆㧶#ႶᗪⰎ⹚Ṧ/#㦞ᳶⲷ㝒#⬮
ሆ#╆㨇⯞#㉃ⴋ㧲ዊ#⮞㨎#ᆫ℮⮞㧶#ⲯ⩪▶√㗊#❶Ⱛ㧲⪆#ㇶⴟ#㎂◣ዦ⹚#ㆢⲪ⯞#Ṹ㈮
⩎#ᔲႚᜮ#❷⯞#▾㧲ᅺ#Ⱒ⯦
Sketch #16#ὃ᳷#Ⱚᵦ#ⴊ⹛㫮Ḗ#⮞㧶#ᆖⲯ
㪞ⰿ#∞ᷲ/#㘺⨫/#ᅗ╆/#⚲Ḗ#⮞㧶#⹚㪯#Ⱚᵦ#⚲##

⩥Ⓞី䁌㻡ㆉ#ᛸム#⪬⍅(ESTABLISHING THE BIOCLIMATIC ZONES)
╷ῖዊ㭞#ሆ⪇⯲#ᅊⲯ⯚#ႛ#ሆ⪇#ⱆ㪞⩪#ႚⰿ#ⲛ㨃㧶#⮞㋲Ḗ#㫯Ⱂ㧲ᜮ#Ṿ㝒ṇ✾Ḗ#㫶⭃
㧲⪆#Ⰾᶂ⩎1#㨂፲#Ⲷ❶ᢶ#Ṿ㝒ṇ✾ᜮ#⭊ᰶ#㞦㔆#ᡳῖ⭪⯲#ዊ→#ᅞ㬧ᡞ#⚲ṗ#❶#Ṧ
⩎##ᄝⰞ1#㧶#ሆ⪇⩪#រ㨎#3ႚ⹚#᪪ᜮ#ኒ#Ⰾ╛⯲#☧○Ⰾ#Ⱆ㋲㧲ᜮ#⹚⪇Ⰾ#ႚⰿ#ⲛ㨃
ᡞႚ#ᘬ⯚#ᆍⰞ1#ヂ╛⮞#ⲛ㨃#⹚⪇⯚#㣶❶ᢲ⹚ᜮ#⧤⧲⯖ᔲ/#╷㕶ᅞ#ⴟ㨃#ᡞἎ⯲#ㇶⴟ#ᅊ
ⲯ⩪#㫶⭃ᢲ⩢⯦1#ㇶ╛⮞#₩#ヂ╛⮞#ⲛ㨃#⹚⪇Ⰾ#ᅊⲯᢲἎ/#㨎ន#⹚⪇⯚#ᅊ㨃ᢲ⩎#Ⱆគ#
⫂ᔶ2ᄎⴊ#⹚⪇#₩#㧶᱇2❏#⹚⪇⯖ᳶ#ሆ∞ᢲᅺ/#ㇶⴟⲛ⯖ᳶ#╷㕶ᅞ#ⴟ㨃#ᡞἎⰎ#⫞○
ᣂ1#គⰖ#╷㕶#ሆ⪇⩪#㨎ន㧲ᜮ#⹚⪇⯚#₲❶#▶ᳶ#Ⱂⲫ㧲⪆#㋲ᢲ⩎⨖#㨂
Sketch #17#╷㕶#ሊ⅞#Ṿ㝒Ṇ✾
⩥㩤ᙌ#㈍㻱#ᵌ⏼ム#ᖤ㆝⯞#㙏㨎#❷ῖ0ዊ㭞0⹚㪯#√ῒ⯞#រ㣶㧲ᜮ##ⲯⲶᢶ#Ⴖᗪ⯞#
ᡞ㈶㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⯦
1.# ႞☦㫮#–#ⰻ㧲ᄦ#▾ⲯᢲ⩎#Ⱒ⩎#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇⯖ᳶ#Ⴖ₶㧲ዊ#√ⲛⲢ㧶#⹚⪇Ⰾᔲ/#
Ⱂⲫ#∞ᷲ#⹚⪇⯖ᳶ#⍱⩎Ⱒᜮ#ᡦዊᜮ#ⶖ⅚#╷㕶#⹚⪇⯖ᳶ#㯻⚲ᣂ
2.# ⲞⰎ#–#Ⱚ⪊ⲛ⯖ᳶ#ⲫᅗ㧲ᅺ#Ⱒᜮ#╷㕶#ሆ⪇Ⰾ#ᡳῖ⭪⩪▶ᡞ#▶ᳶ#Ⱂⲫ#㋲
ᢲᡞ᳷#㧲⪚⯦1#Ⱂⲫ#ሆ⪇႞#ⲛⲢ㧶#╷㕶ᅞ#ⲞⰎᜮ#⩎ᜪ#㨿⯖ᳶᡞ#₶╷㧺#⚲#
Ⱒ⯦
3.# ᡳῖ⭪#ᅗᅞ#⬒ᆗ#⹚⪇⯚#ᅞ㬧⩪▶#╇Ⲷᣂ
71# √ⲛⲢ○#–#╛ዊ#ዊ⩪#ᰖ#╷㕶#ሆ⪇⯖ᳶ⯲#Ⴖ₶Ⰾ#√ⲛⲢ㧶#⹚⪇⯚#⯦#ⶫ#
ႚⰿ#ⲛⲢ㧶#⭃ᡞᳶ#㫶⭃ᣂ
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#

a.#

រⶫⲛ#㫶ᡳሆ⪇

#

b.#

⚲ᡳⲛⰒ#╛㕶⯲#⪾ᰗሆ⪇

#

c.#

▶⋞✾#ሆ⪇

#

d.#

㝓⅞#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇

ㆌⱤᚈム#㵑ᖈ#ី㊈#
Ⰾₒ#Ⴖᆞⲛ⯖ᳶ#▾㧶#⪆ᲆ#ႚ⹚#ዊ㬦#₩#Ⲷ⨗#ⴊᄎ#⬒⩪/#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇⯲#⅚Ⰾ#ႚ○#⪇
❶#ⶫ⬮㧲ᄦ#ᅺᲾᢲ⩎⨖#㨂1#Ⱚ⪊ᅞ⩪▶ᜮ#Ṩ⯚#╷ῖዊ㭞㧳ⲛ#⹚⪇Ⰾ#⭪ᰲ⯲#ὂ❏⩪
▶#Ḓ#㝓⯲#⹚⪇⯖ᳶ#Ⲫヂ#⅚㫮㧲ᅺ#Ⱒ⯖⁚ᳶ/#ᡳῖ⭪#㫲ᅗ⩪▶ᡞ#Ⰾ⫚#Ⴓ⯚#㪞╛Ⰾ#
ᔲ㕚ᔺ#⚲#Ⱒ⯦
ᡳῖⰎ#Ⱚ⪊ᅞ#ᡳⰖ#⹚⪇#᪪ᜮ#Ⱂⲫ#⹚⪇⩪▶#㨂፲#▶❷㧲ᅺ#Ⱒ⯖Ἆ/#ᡳῖ⭪#▾ᅞ#㦞
ᲢⰞ#⭦㔆⩪▶ᡞ#Ⰾ⫚#Ⴓ⯚#㪯㕶ᳶ#ⱆ㪞㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⯖Ἂ/#ᅊᆖⲛ⯖ᳶ#ႛ#╷㕶#ሆ⪇#ᕎ⩪▶#
ኒṆᅺ#╷㕶#ሆ⪇႞#ᡳῖ⹚Ṇ㧳ⲛ⯖ᳶ#⯲ₒⰢᜮ#㟂㗎⯞#㪯○㧲ᄦ#ᣂ
គⰖ#╷ῖዊ㭞㧳ⲛ2ᡳῖ⹚Ṇ㧳ⲛ#គ⮞+⪢/#⧞㦞Ṇ㌎#⪎រṖ,#ᕎ⩪▶⯲#⅚Ⰾᜮ#⯦⯲#
ᣪ#ႚ⹚#❷#ⶫ#㧲ᔲᳶ#Ⰾᶂ⩎#⚲#Ⱒ⯦1#1)#ᡳⰖ#╷㕶ዊ㭞#ሆ⪇#ᕎ⯲#Ḓ#ᡳῖ⹚Ṇ㧳
ⲛ#⹚⪇/#2)#ᡳⰖ#ᡳῖ⹚Ṇ㧳ⲛ#⹚⪇#ᕎ#Ⱂⲫ#╷㕶ዊ㭞#ሆ⪇
∞ᷲ㧳ⲛ/#㪯㕶㧳ⲛ/#᪪ᜮ#㨣ᡳ㧳ⲛ#ዊ⯖ᳶᡞ#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇႞#ᆚᅞḖ#▾ⲯ㧺#⚲#Ⱒ⯖Ἂ/#
ᰖ▶#ᡳῖ⭪#Ⲟ❶#ᲢⰎ⧞⭝⩪#₲⪛❶㕆#⚲#Ⱒ⯦

Ⓞ⌴ㆉ#ẜㄘム#⪬␍
⯦#Ⲟ❶#ⰪⰒ⯲#⪢⯚#⹚ኢዦ⹚#Ⲷ❶ᢲ⩢៲#▾ᅞ#⭪㋳⯲#▾⯞#⮞㧶#ᄝⰞ1#ᡞᰫ/#
⭟᠃Ⰾ/#ⴊᅗ⯲#ⲛⲢ㧶#㋲ᳶ#▶⋞✾#ሆ⪇⯞#⯚㡪㧶#❷
Sketch #18#ῖṆⲛ#ႚᲾ#⬮☦⯲#▾
ᆚᰦ#ႚ❶#ႛᡞ⯲#ⴊⲯ⯞#㙏㨎#ᡳῖⰎ#ᆚᰦႷ#❶►⯖ᳶ√㗊#㧖㧺#⚲#Ⱒᜮ#ⰿ☦#Ṣ᳂1#
㝓⅞㧶#ᆚᰦ#ⴊᄎ⯞#Ṣ᳂㧲ዊ#⮞㨎#Ṣ᳂ᢶ#ᆚᰦ#❶▾⩪▶ᜮ#Ḓ#ᆚᰦ#❶▾Ⰾ#Ⰾ⹚#⧤
ᡞ᳷#㧲⪆#▶❷⹚#ណᅂ#⪊㈶㭂ᆖḖ#Ⲛ㨎㧲ᜮ#㪞╛⯞#ㇶ☦㫮#㨂#
Sketch #19 Ⲷ㧶ᢶ#ᆚᰦ#ႛᡞ#⪢❶
╊ミᳶᔲ#ᔶ႞#ᦋ⯲#❶▾⩪ᜮ#ᡞᳶᜮ#⪾☮ዒ⯲#ᜪᔦ⯞##⚲#Ⱒᜮ#ⰪⱆḖ#►ⲯ㨂1#
Ⱛ⯚#Ⴖ⭒⩪ᜮ#ᄚṆḖ#㫶⭃㧲ᅺ/#ⶖ#╊ミᳶ√㗊⯲#⪆ᲆႶ#╵ዒ⯞#Ṧ⩎#ᆚᰦႷ
⩪ᄦ##ὂ㩲ⲛⰎἎ▶ᡞ#㕪㩲ⲛⰒ#ዊ㬦Ḗ#Ⲷᆏ㨂⯖ᳶ⠂/#ⶖ⅚#㫲ᅗᆖ#ᡳ㫮ᢲᜮ#ዊ㬦
Ḗ#ᡞὂ㨂1#Ⰾᲆ㧶#ℯ⯞#╆⭃㨂⯖ᳶ⠂#ᆚᰦႷ⯞#∞╊❶㔾ᜮ#㈮ႚⲛⰒ#㭂ᆖḖ#⩕
⯞#⚲#Ⱒ⯦
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Sketch #20#⪾☮ዒ#▾ᅞḖ#㙏㧶#ᆚᰦႷ#∞╊
Ⲟ❶#㪞ⰿ#⬒⩪▶⯲#ᡳῖ#ᆚṆḖ#⮞㨎▶ᜮ#㙏Ⲷᢶ#㈶Ⱏሆ⫚#Ⲟ❶#❶▾⩪▶#ᆚ#❶▾ዦ
⹚#Ⰾᡳ⯞#⮞㧶#⯚㡪ᢶ#㙏ᳶႚ#㧞⬮㨂
Sketch #21#ᡳῖ#㙏ⲶḖ#⮞㧶#㈶Ⱏሆ#ᲢⰎ⧞⭝#
ᆚᰦႷ⯲#❶►⯞#㧖㨎#Ồῖ#⚲#Ⱒᜮ#ᆏ႞⯞#Ⲟ❶#ሆ⪇#ᕎ⩪#ⴊ○㧲ᜮ#ᄝⰎ#Ṿ⭊#ⶫ⬮
㨂1#㝓㰢/#㈶╊⯞#㧲ᜮ#ᡳῖⰎᔲ#⚲ឆᆖ#ႳⰎ#☦Ṇ⩪#ₖႪ㧶#ᡳῖ⩪ᄦᜮ#Ⰾᲆ㧶#⯚㡪ᢶ#
ⰿ☦#ⲶᆏⰎ#₲❶#㧞⬮㨂1#ᣪ#Ⴖ⯲#▶❷⹚#ᕎ#ᡳ❷ῖ#ሆ○⯲#ヂⰎḖ#▾㨎#⚲#Ⱒᜮ#
Ⲟ❶#❶▾#⪇❶#㧞⬮㨂
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